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Ngtional ~ports
..
Figure 44: A LONDON MUSIC SHOP, c.1825. On each window is displayed the title of
an edition for sale in the shop. Another depiction of Mayhew's shop, on this same musical
work, is seen in Doreen & Sidney Spellman, Victorian Music Covers (Park Ridge, New
Jersey, 1972), facing p. 70. (The difference in the two lithographs is attested by the
"catalogue" of titles shown in the windows, also by the alignment of the word "old" in
relation to "Co." beneath it.) This particular song (better known today as, "Ach, du
lieber Augustin") came to be a favorite one for illustrating music shops. For a view of
Mori & Lavenu's, see Neighbour & Tyson, front.; for citations of several on American
editions, see Dichter & Shapiro, pp. 87-91.
1>rospe{fus
In 1968 the Editor prepared a list of questions, which was the n sent
to scholars specializing in the music bibliography of various countries or
geographical areas. The scholars selected were, whenever possible, native to
thèse areas. Generally the response was prompt and arnple , but inevitably
difficulties occurred. In sorne instances, no scholars could be located: in
other instances, the only specialists who could be identified were too
busy with other commitments. When th ese situations occurred, the
National Reports were prepared by the Editor , often with assistance. as
noted below.
The twelve questions (re-worded somewhat for the purposes of this
book) became the sub-headings for the National Reports which follow:
A. SUMMARIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES: Are there books or articles
which provide a general history of the music published in this particular
geographical area, or in any of its subdivisions or cities? Aise, are there
any bibliographies - comprehensive or selective - which list the rnusical
editions published in the area? Are there writings about these editions?
B. DIRECTORIES: Are there lists of music publishers, printers, en-
gravers, or dealers? Do any general directories list their names? (lncluded
here are both contemporary sources and modern scholarly cornpilations.]
C. IMPORTANT NAMES: who were the important publishers, printers,
and engravers of music? When were they active; why are they irnportant ;
and what are the modern studies of their work? (References to any il-
lustrations of their work which are reproduced in this study are indicated
here.)
NOTE: Several countries are privileged to have reference books containing de-
tailed entries for the music trade (e.g., Hopkinson for France, Dich ter and Shapiro
for the United States). Although selective lists for such countries might appear to
be superf1uous, they are useful ta the novice, as a means of familiarization with
those names most likely to be encountered. Where there is a modern reference 125
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guide to the music trade - such as would he listed under B. - the scholar should of
course be expected ta consult it for more extensive information. The dates quoted,
for the most part those cited in various directories, do not necessarily reflect the
publishing career of the man or the firrn. Often a man managed a music shop for
many years before he began publishing; and often he gradually gave up publishing
sorne time before he died or before his shop closed or was sold. Any better chronol-
ogy of music publishing, however, must depend on better dating - which of course
is the objective of this book.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: Did publishers ever use plate numbers? If sa,
are there published lists or card files which provide an inventory of musi-
cal editions containing plate numbers?
NOTE: The work of the Commission for Bibliographical Research, it will be re-
membered, began as an attempt to collect plate numbers. The result of this early
work was presented in the article, "Cotages d'éditeurs à c.1850: .Liste préliminaire,"
Fontes artis musicae, 14 (1967), 22-37. The lists of plate numbers presented in
this article have been largely incorporated or updated in the present book.
E. CATALOGUES: Are there any early lists of music for sale by pub-
[ishers or dealers (either separate lists or added "plate catalogues")?
F. COPYRIGHT: 1. When was music first copyrighted or registered?
2. In what form does the statement of copyright typically appear on the
music? 3. Are there any records (official or unofficial, published or in
manuscript) of aU the music copyrighted or registered? 4. Are there ex-
tant depository copies, in one library or scattered; and how can these
copies be identified?
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: Are there publications, such as newspapers
or journals, which are particularly valuable for advertisements of newly
published music? Have their entries been extracted and indexed, cither in
published form or on cards?
H. DESIGN AND PRINTING PRACTICE: Are there any studies, com-
pleted or in progress, concerned with the styles and the processes of music
printing?
J. PAPER: Are there any studies, completed or in progress, concerned
with the waterrnarks which have been or might be found in musical edi-
tions?
K. UNITS OF CURRENCY AND PRICING PRACTICES: What wcre
the units of coinage, and what were their relationships? Did these change
between 1700 and 1860? Were there any special practices in the pricing of
music that are known?
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: Which libraries, public and pr ivate ,
have important collections of the music published in the geographical
area? Have any collections been assembled for the specifie purpose of
studying this music? (Identified by RISM sigla.)
M. OTHER EVIDENCE: Are there any other kinds of evidence which
are useful in dating and studying the musical editions in question?
The National Reports are arranged in a succession sa as generally to reflect
the sequence of the origins of music publishing in various countries after
1700, i.e., from England across to the Low Countries, down into southern
Europe, up into central and across into eastern Europe, back through
northern Europe, and finally to the Western Hemisphere.
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EARLY ENGLISH ENGRAVINGS.
Figure 45 (left): Keyboard music,
1696, re-issued in 1705. Figure 46
(lower left): Song sheet, c.1710.
Figure 47 (lourer right): Song sheet,
c.1730.
l. (jreat ~ritai'L
A. HYATT KING, O.W. NEIGHBOUR, & ALAN TYSON
A. SUMMARIES: The best general survey appears in the introduction,
pp. 13-37, ta Charles Humphries & William C. Smith, Music Publishiny in
the British Isles (London 1954; 2nd ed, 1970). Various dating methods
are discussed in detail in O.W. Neighbour & Alan Tyson, English Music
Publishers' Plate Numbers in the First Half of the Nineteenth Centurv
(London 1965), pp. 9-16.
B. DlRECTORIES: The coverage in Hurnphries & Srn ith extends "from
the earliest times to the middle of the nineteen th cen tury ." 1t largely
supersedes Frank Kidson's British Music Publishers, Printers and Ençravers
(London 1900), as well as his articles in the second edition of Crovc 's
Die tionary .
C. IMPORTANT NAMES (aIl in London unless otherwise indicated):
Thomas Cross, c.1685-c.1733.
John Walsh, c.1696-1736; John Walsh II, 1736-1766. See William C.
Smith, A Bibliography of the Musical Works published by John Walsh
during the Years 1695-1720 (London 1948); also William C. Smith &
Charles Humphries, A Bibliography of the Musical Works publislied by
the Firm of John Walsh during the Years 1721-1766 (London 1968);
also the same compilers' Handel: A Descriptive Catalogue of the Early
Editions (London 1960; 2nd ed, 1970). See Figures 32-36, 46, 48-51,
56.
Richard Meares, father & son, c.1700-1743.
John Cluer, 1715-1728. See Figure 52.
Benjamin Cooke, 1726-1743. See Figure 53 .
John Simpson, 1734-c.1749; later his heirs, including John Cox,
1751-1764. 129
Randall & Abel1, 1766-1783.
Robert Bremner, c.1760-1789 (also in Edinburgh). See Figure 59.
William Napier, c.1772-1791.
John Preston, c.1774-c.1798; his son Thomas, c.1798-1834.
GREAT BRITAIN
John Johnson, c.1740-1777. See Figures 55, 57.
The Thompson family, Peter, Charles, Samuel, Ann, Peter II, and
Henry, c.1750-18ü5. See Figure 61.
James Longman, later his son John, c.1767-1822, with various part-
ners, notably as Longman & Broderip, 1776-1798, and Longman &
Clementi, 1798-c.1801. See Figures 60,67.
Peter Welcker, 1762-1775; later his heirs, including John Welcker.
William Forster, father & son, c.1762-1824.
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John Bland, c.1776-1795. See Figures 62-3, 68.
John Johnston, 1767 -1 778 (not to be confused with J ohn Johnson
above). See Figure 64.
The Corri family, including Domenico, John, Natale, & Montague,
c.1779-1822 (active in Edinburgh & London); with various partners,
e.g., as Corri & Dussek, 1794-c.18ü1.
Robert Birchall, 1783-1819, with various partners, e.g., as Birchall &
Andrews; later as Lonsdale & Mills (below). See Figure 66.
Joseph Dale, 1783-1821.
George Goulding, Later Goulding, d'Almaine, &c., c.1786-1834. See
Figure 77.
Theobald Monzani, with various partners, 1787-c.1829. See Figure 65.
Nathaniel Gow, later Gow & Shepard, 1788-1827 (in Edinburgh).
The Hime family, c.1790-c.1835 (active mostly in Dublin).
George Walker, c.1790-1848, with various partners (in Edinburgh). See
Figure 72.
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WALSH EDITIONS. Figure 48 (upper left): Harpsichord suites, ] 715. Figure 49 (upper rioht]:
Instrumental parts, 1730. Figure 50 (lower left): Operatic aria, 1730. Figure 51 (lourer right): Orator-
io score, 1743.
Lewis Lavenu, and heirs, c.1796-1844; Lavenu & Mitchell,
c.1802-1808.
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GREAT BRITAIN
Muzio Clementi, after partnership with Longman (above), as Clementi,
Collard, Banger, Hyde, & Davis, which eventually became Collard &
Collard, c.1830-1834.
The Power brothers, William, 1802-1831 (in Dublin) and James,
c.1807-1838 (in London).
Vincent Novello, founded 1811. See A Short History of Cheap Music
(London 1887); also 150 Years in Soho (London 1961).
Isaac willis, c.1816-1862 (in Dublin & London).
Chappell & Co., with various partners, founded 1811. See Figures 7-11,
71,78.
Francis Broderip, after partnership with Longman (above), as Broderip
& Wilkinson, 1798-1808; Wilkinson & Co., 1808-c.1810. See Figure
70.
NATIONAL REPORTS, 1:
Thomas Boosey, founded c.1814. See Figure 73.
Johann Baptist Cramer, with various partners, founded 1824.
EDITIONS BY WALSH'S CONTEMPORARIES. Pig-
ure 52 (upper left): Cluer opera score, 1724. Figure
53 (upper right): Cooke keyboard music, 1739. Fig-
ures 54 & 55 [bottom]: John Johnson organ music,
c.1745.
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Christopher Lonsdale & Richard Mills, formerly with Birchall (above),
1829-1834, separately thereafter. See Figure 76.
Wessel & Co., c.1838-1860, previously as Wessel & Stodart.
Joseph Williams, founded 1844.
For further information, see Humphries & Smith.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: Dated lists are given in Neighbour & Tyson.
plate numbers were seldom used in Great Britain before the nineteenth
century. walsh used publishers' numbers, but they are not reliable for
dating. Dates for Walsh editions, based mostly on announcements, can in
any case be found in the Smith bibliographies.
E. CATALOGUES: Many publishers issued plate catalogues, sorne of
which are several pages long. In addition are severa! separately issued lists.
Most of these are cited in Humphries & Smith, along with the British
Museum shelf mark.132
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ENGLISH EDITIONS AROUND 1750. Figure 56 (upper Left): Walsh keyboard music, 1751. Figure
57 (upper right): Kearsley song anthology, 1760. Figure 58 (louier left): Johnson trio sonatas,
c.1757. Figure 59 (lourer right): Bremner trio sonatas, 1763. LATE 18TH-CENTURY ENGLISH EDITIONS. Figure 60 (upper left): Longman trio so nat as, 1769.
Figure 61 (upper right): Thompson annual summer-gardens song anthology, 1788. Figure 62 (lower
left): ] ohn Bland trio sonatas, c.1782. Figure 63 (lourer right): Bland cantata score, 1785.
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LATE 18TH-CENTURY ENGLISH
EDITIONS IN OBLONG FOR-
MAT. Figure 64 (top): Johnston
occasional song, 1769. Figure 65
(right): Monzani cantata, 1791,
signed by the engraver. Figure 66
(bottom): Birchall song collection
in quarto-size format, c.179ü.
F. COPYRIGHT: For a detailed discussion of sorne of the problems see
Alan Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven (London
1963), Appendix 1 ("Entry at Stationers Hall"), pp. 131-43. Whatever
the legal requirements, virtually no music was entered in the registers of
Stationers Hall until about 1779.
The usual form of a copyright statement is "Entered at Stationers Hall";
but numerous musical works bearing these words were not, in fact, en-
tered. Occasionally other phrases, such as "This Work is Copyright" or
"This Work is Property," are found in music.
The archives of the Stationers Company at Stationers Hall, London, in-
clude several "Entry Books of Copies." In these books, manuscript entries
were made for new publications, including music. For illustrations of
thcse registers see Tyson, Plates XI-XII. The entries appear to have been
transcribed from the title pages of the publications which were sent to
Stationers Hall (Tyson, pp. 139-40). The registers for the period begin-
ning 1 July 1842 are today preserved at the Public Record Office.
Many of the deposit copies are found today in the libraries that either
receive such copies or once received them, as noted in M. below. At the
British Museum, copyright deposit copies are identifiable by a blue stamp
with the deposit date. Such dates were not noted on the copies until
1833: "In 1833 and 1834 the year, and sometimes the month, were
noted; in 1835 and 1836 the morith always appears, and from 1837
onward the exact day" (Neighbour & Tyson, p. 13).
J. PAPER: "By an Act of Parliament of 1794 it proved financially ad-
vantageous to English publishers to mark their paper with a watermark
date." See C.B. Oldman, "Watermark Dates in English Paper ," The Li-
brary, IV, 25 (1944), pp. 70-71. "The Act from which the publish-
ers benefited was abrogated in 1811, but such is the force of habit, that
for many years after this watermark dates were still used in sorne paper"
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: Throughout the period, daily newspapers such
as The Morning Post, The Public Advertiser, The World, and others carried
advertisements for new music. Many of the dates in the British Museum
catalogues are based on these advertisements. New musical publications
were regularly reviewed in The Harmonicon (1823-33), The Quarterly
Musical Magazine and Review (1818-28), The Musical Library
(1834-37), The Musical World (1836-91), and The Musical Times
(1844- ).
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See also Jan LaRue, "British Music Paper, 1770-1820: Sorne Distinctive
Characteristics," Montizly Musical Record, 87 (1957), 177 -80.
(Neighbour & Tyson, pp. 14-5). The watermark date is the date of the
manufacture of the paper, not that of the publication of the music.
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GREAT BRITAINNATIONAL REPORTS, 1:
K. CURRENCY: 1 pound (L) = 20 shillings; 1 shilling (s.) = 12 pence
(d.) throughout the period of study. 1 guinea = 21 shillings. Kidson, p.
134, speculates that George Walker may have been "the first to institute
the absurd practice of marking musical works at double the price intended
to be asked."
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: The most extensive is GB:Lbm.
There are also important holdings at GB:Ob, GB:Cu, GB:E, GB:Ge,
GB:M, and GB:Ckc. In addition to the first four of thèse libraries, St,
Andrews University and EIR:Dtc also have early copyright deposits.
Among private collections, those of Gerald Coke in Bendey, the late
Walter N.H. Harding in Chicago, and Alan Tyson in London are particu-
larly important.
On the more general subject of British collectors see A. Hyatt King, Sorne
British Collectors of Music, c.1600-1960 (Cambridge 1963). The review
by A.N.L. Munhy in The Book Collecter, 13 (1964), 242-6, contains
additional information.
M. OTHER EVIDENCE: The dates in the British Union-Catalogue of
Early Music (London 1957) are taken mostly from Squire's British Muse-
um catalogue. They vary in reliability; many are approximations, rounded
to the nearest likely year ending in a 0 or 5. More precise dates can often
he found through newspaper advertisements.
138 ENGLISH SONG SHEETS AND KEYBOARD MUSIC AROUND 1800. Figure 67 (upper left):
Longman & Broderip. Figure 68 (upper right): Boag. Figure 69 (lourer left): John Bland. Figure
70 (lower right): Broderip & Wilkinson.
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ENGLISH EDITIONS AFTER THE REGENCY. Figure 75 (upper left): Royal Harmonie Institution de-
scriptive piano piece, c.1823. Figure 76 (upper right): Lonsdale art song, 1840. Figure 77 (lower left):
Goulding, dAlmainc, Patter, & Co. violin sonata, c.1822. Figure 78 (lourer right): Chappell operatic aria,
1836.
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EARLY 19TH-CENTURy ENGLISH EDITIONS. Figure 71 (upper left): Chappell glee book, 1808. Figure
72 (upper right): Walker descriptive piano piece, c.1814. Figure 73 (lower left): Boosey operatic aria,
c.1815. Figure 74 (lower right): Oratorio score, 1817.
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II. '[he Ngtherlands
ALFONS ANNEGARN, MARIE H. CHARBON,
CARI JOHANSSON, & PAUL VAN REIJEN
ENGLISH EDITIONS AFTER 1850. Figure 79 (top): Two facing pages from an Addison & Hollier anthem
collection, 1853, with double pagination. Figure 80 (loioer left): Ashdown & Pany song shcet, c.1860.
Figure 81 (lower right): Illustrated song sheet, c.1855, with the composer's control signature near the first
musical system (the signature at the top is th at of an owner). On the last two of these (as on Figures
235-7) the squared open letters, distinctive to this period, can be seen.
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A. SUMMARIES: The only survey is J.P. Heije, "Muziekdrukkers en
uitgevers," Bouwsteenen, Jaarboeken der Vereeniging voor Noord-Neder-
lands Muziekgeschiedenis, 1 (1869-72), 79-91; 2 (1872-4), 180-3; 3
(1874-81),111-3.
B. DIRECTORIES: Extensive and useful data are to be Ïound in the
following:
A.M. Ledeboer, De boekdrukkers, boekverkoopers en uitgevers in
Noord-Nederland sedert de uitvinding van de boekdrukkunst tot den
aanvang der negentiende eeuw (Deventer 1872); Alfabetische lijst
(Utrecht 1876); Chronologisch register (Utrecht 1876-7).
M.M. Kleerkoper & W.P. van Stockum, Jr., De boekhandel te Amster-
dam voornamelijk in de 17e eeuw ('s-Gravenhage 1914-6).
E.F. Kossmann , "Eenige Haagsche muziekuitgevers der negentiende
eeuw," Die Haghe Jaarboek (1928-9),227-72.
--, De boekhandel te 's-Gravenhage tot het eind van de 18de eeuw
Cs-Gravenhage 1937).
C. IMPORTANT NAMES:
Roger & LeCène, in Amsterdam, c.1695-1743. See François Lesure,
Bibliographie des Éditions musicales publiées par Estienne Roger et
Michel-Charles LeCène (Paris 1969); also Klaus Hortschansky, "Selbst-
verstândnis und Verantwortung des Musikverlegers," Neue Zeitschrijt
für Musik, 131 (1970),295-300. See Figure 82.
Pierre Mortier, in Amsterdam, founded c.1709. See François Lesure,
"E. Roger et Pierre Mortier: Un épisode de la guerre des contrefaçons,"
Revue de musicologie, 38 (1956),35-48. 143
Numbers to around 200, undated, before 1800
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AMSTER~AM EDITIONS ~F THE 18TH CENTURY. Figure 82 (upper left): Le Cène instrumental parts.
~.1 733. Figure 83 (upper nght): Markordt chamber music, c.1790. Figures 84 & 85 (bottom): Hummel
Instrumental editions, c.1775.
THE NETHERLANDS
N. Barth (Rotterdam, Noort Blaak; late 18th and early 19th century):
F. Beuster (The Hague):
1 : 1836
Joseph Schmitt, in Amsterdam, and his successor, Vincent Springer,
1772/3-1798. See Albert Dunning, Joseph Schmitt (Amsterdam
1962), pp. 30-37.
S. Markordt , in Amsterdam, fl.c.1780. See Figure 83.
In Rotterdam, Ludwig Plattner , 1810-c.1840. A study of this firrn by
Mrs. J.C. Mazure is to be issued in the Tijdschrift van de Vereniging
VOOT Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis. See Figure 86.
The Hummel family, in Amsterdam, The Hague, and Berlin: Johann
Julius Hummel and his successors in Amsterdam, 1754-1822, also in
Berlin beginning in 1774. Burchard Hummel and his successors in The
Hague, 1755-1801?, also in Amsterdam beginning in 1782.Generally
identified as "B. Hummel et fils," or "B. Hummel en Zoon" beginning
in 1781. The definitive study of the firm is Cari Johansson, J.J. & B.
Hummel, Music-Publishing and Thematic Catalogues (Stockholm 1972).
See Figures 84-5.
In The Hague, F.J. Weygandt, father and son, 1805-1895. See Figures
87-8.
Pietro Locatelli, in Amsterdam, 1721-1762, as publisher of his own
op.1-9. See Arend Koole, Leven en werken van Pietro Locatelli da
Bergamo, 1695-1764 (Amsterdam 1949), pp. 10-16, 48ff., 130; also
Albert Dunning & A. Koole, "Locatelli; Nieuwe bijdragen tot de kennis
van zijn leven en werken," Tijdschrift van de Vereniging va or Neder-
landse Muziekgeschiedenis, 20 (1964-5), 52-96.
G.H. Witvogel, in Amsterdam, 1731-1744. See Albert Dunning, De
muziekuitgever Gerhard Fredrik J1Jitvogel et zijn fonds (Utrecht 1966).
Johannes Covens, in Amsterdam, also other members of his family and
the ir associates, c.1730-c.1850.
D. PLATE NUMBERS:
NATIONAL REPORTS, II:
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NATIONAL REPORTS, II: Guide for Dating Early Published Music THE NETHERLANDS
Correspondence Musicale (The Hague, 19th century):
Numbers to above 3000, undated
Covcns (Amsterdam, Vijgendam; successors to Weygandt):
94, 95 : 1752, continuing Weygandt series
2 : 1756, Covens, Jr.
F.L. Dony (The Hague, Weenestraat 174,1825-1829; Dony & Comp.,
Spuistraat 37 thereafter ; also in Leyden, 1837-1841):
190 : 1851
L. & A.J. Hagenaar (Amsterdam, Stilsteeg 13; early 19th century):
Fewer th an 25 numbers, undated
J.H. Henning (Amsterdam, Rokin; c.1790- before 1829):
130 : 1799
Hummel. From the plate number lists in Johansson, I-!ummel, 1,
80-117, the assignments below would appear to be approprlate.
For a thorough discussion of Hummel plate numbers, howe ver , see
Johansson, v.1, pp. 10-11. Of course, Johansson's dates obviate the use of
plate numbers for dating purposes, making the above chart usefulrnainly
as a proposed overview of the system, its sequence based on assigned
"blocks" of num bers.
C.G.A. Lotter & Comp. (The Hague, before 1838):
Fewer than 25 numbers, undated
W.C. Nolting (Amsterdam, Kalverstraat 80; c.1785- atter 1830):
121 : 1816
279 : 1819
284 : 1820
412 : 1831
419 : 1833
Il : 1756 702 710 615 634 : 1787
Name forms are as follows: c.1785-c.1804: W.C. Nolting; c.1804-c.1806:
13 14 : 1757 714 727 635 644 : 1788 Veuve W.C. Nolting; c.1806-c.1816: Veuve W.C. Nolting et fils; after c.1816:
15 18 : 1758 733 738 649 657 : 1789 J .B. Nolting
18 21 : 1759 739 745 658 674 : 1790
? 748 761 676 698 : 1791 Arnold Olofsen (Amsterdam, c.17 50):
95 TIF :1766 762 773 800 811 : 1792 1-3 for three editions of Mahaut's music82 92 -: 1767 774 799 815 834 }: 1793
70 83 ? : 1768 901 904 Ludwig Plartner (Rotterdam):
905 909 836 842 : 1794
149 150 : 1768/9 918 932 844 858 : 1795
151 152 : 1769 942 958 865 882 : 1796 635 : 1820
108 141 : 1770 962 1004 885 895 : 1797 835 : 1830
201 204 100 109 : 1771 1009 1014 1104 1110 : 1798 871 : 1833
211 230 : 1772 1023 1030 1114 1137 : 1799
236 255 }: 1773 1033 1042 1139 1157 : 1800300 309 1046 1058 1161 1168 : 1801 Numbers extend ta above 1000
310 329 : 1774 1060 1073 1169 1183 : 1802
341 349 2 7 : 1775 1075 1085 1184 1202 : 1803 Roger & LeCène (Amsterdam). See Deutsch, pp. 19-21, and especially
7 Il } 1088 1099 1203 1214 : 1804 Lesure's Bibliographie of the firme plate numbers to 411 are within the350 367 46 50 : 1776 1304 1320 11239 1253 : 1805 scope of the 1716 catalogue, and are cited by Lesure on pp. 57-87.
1340 1409 : inter 1806/8 Numbers 412-594 are summarized in the "Tableau des Cotages" four368 379 144 153 : 1777 1418 : 1809? pages later.380 392 152 163 : 1778 1485 : 1813/4393 408 161 178 : 1779 1488 1493 : 1814 Th.]. Roothan & Cie. (Amsterdam):406 416 179 193 : 1780 1518 1583 : inter 1814/9
416 427 494 522 : 1781 1585 1604 : inter 1820?/2 124 : 1857429 433 520 544 : 1782
436 437 546 553 : 1783 140 : 1859
442 457 557 583 : 1784 147 : 1860
457 476 584 600 : 1785 160 162 : 1861
146 479 494 602 612 : 1786 168 187 : 1862 147
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221 : 1831
234 243 : 1832
250 : 1833
Other numbers extend as high as 340 (1871). Mr. Van Reijen has a list of them,
also of numbers of other members of the Roothan family, A. in Amsterdam, L.
in Utrecht.
L.W. Roumen (Amsterdam Kalverstraat 92):
255 266 : 1834
269 : 1835
281 : 1838
283 : 1839
H.C. Steup (Amsterdam, Spui, c.178ü-c.18ü1, Kalverstraat 203,
c.18ül-1830):
121 : 1816
143 174 : 1819
180 196 : 1820
225 : after 1821
1822-1825: Kalverstraat 229, Amsterdam, with two shops in The Hague, at
Spuistraat 115 and at Korte Poten 379, the latter managed by F.L. Dony
1825-1828: as above but with the Spuistraat shop closed, the Korte Poten
shop now managed by F.L. Weygandt the son, and the imprint now reading,
"F.]. Weygandt et fils"
1828-1833: as above, but with the Hague shop now located at Spuistraat 115,
and the Korte Poten office not mentioned
1833-1837: F.]. Weygandt the father alone ta the rime of his death
1833-1835: "F.]. Weygandt HIs" alone in the Hague at Korte Paten 379
1835-1839: as above, but the word "flis" is no longer mentioned
1839-1858: F.]. Weygandt et Beuster, Nieuwstraat 169, The Hague
1859-1895: F.]. Weygand et Comp., often with the name of the manager
added, i.e., L.]. Febèbre, 1863-1875; and J. Muzerie, 1875-1895
G.]. Witvogel (Amsterdatn, Warmoesgracht, 1731-1744): see the
monograph by Dunning, pp. 38-54.
Theune & Comp , (Amsterdam, Kalverstraat 80):
19 : 1830 65-71,91 : 1837
21 22 : 1831 80 : 1838
27 34 : 1832 118 : 1839
38 : 1833 160 : 1840
39 : 1834 272 : 1841
44 45 : 1835 618 : 1852
53 58 : 1836 647 : 1854
Aris Tolk (Edam, end of the 18 th cen tury ):
Only a few numbers are known, all undated
J. Vermazzen (Amsterdam, Nes 79):
112 : 1826
W.C. de Vletter (Rotterdam, succeeded in 1862 by Weygandt):
311 : 1854
F.]. Weygandt (The Hague & Amsterdam, 1805-1895):
1000 : 1837
1023 : 1839
1056 : 1840
1268-73 : 1846
1288-89 : 1847
1625 : 1859
1911 : 1865
1915 : 1867
E. CATALOGUES: Those issued by Roger are either reproduced or
transcribed in Lesure. Those by Hummel are reproduced in tacsimi]e and
discussed in Johansson. Among those lost is one for Schmitt from 1793:
see Dunning, p. 35.
F. COPYRIGHT: According to librarians at the University of Leyden,
privileges were granted as early as the 16th century. As of 1700, publish-
ers were required to submit a copy, which was held at the university
library in Leyden. During the 18th century, however, thèse copies were
deemed worthless and were solde Unfortunately, the registration records
have also been lost.
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: Beginning around 1650, announcements were
printed in the newspapers, which were published one or more times a
week, such as the Amsterdamse Courant, Haarlemsche Courant, or '5-
Gravenhaagsche Courant.
K. CURRENCY: 1 florin (guilder) = 20 stuivers. This was used through-
out the period of study. Hummel editions distributed through Berlin fre-
quently have a price in Reichsthalers. During the time of the so-called
Batavian Republic, 1795-1806, French currencies were used.
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The history of the firm is characterized by frequent address changes:
1805-1814: "Au Parnasse," Korte Poten 406, The Hague
1814-1822: Spuistraat 115, The Hague
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: The largest are N:At, N:AN,
N:DHgm, N:DHk, N:DHa, N:Lu, N:Uim, N:Usg. Other valuable collec-
tions are at N:DHmw, N:H, N:R, and N:Uu. 149
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III. ~elgjlt1rL
BERNARD HUYS
A. SUMMARIES: Alphonse Goovaerts, Histoire et bibliographie de la
typographie musicale dans les Pays-Bas (Antwerp 1880) IS concerned
mostly with the period before 1700, but is also useful as a point of
departure for later periods.
C. IMPORTANT NAMES: In the 19th century, Henri Messemaeckers,
Van Ypen & Pris, and Mechtler, aIl in Brussels, and Benoit Andrez in
Liège. See Figure 89.
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: B:Bc is by far the strongest, B:Br
also has important material.
~.~~~~~.
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19TH-CENTURY EDITIONS FROM THE LOW COUNTRIES. Figure 86 (upper left): Plattner decorative
title-page design (Rotterdam c.18I0). Figure 87 (upper right): Weygandt piano music (The Hague c.I~20).
Figure 88 (lower left): Weygandt piano music (c.1850). Figure 89 (lower right): Messemaeckers pIano
music (Brussels c.184ü).
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IV. Fra1ZC~
H. Foucault, 1702-1721.
Charles-Nicolas Le Clerc, 1736-1774, music publisher of the falnily of
music dealers which was active as early as 1713, often in conjunction
with the dealer François Boivin, 1722-1734? See Sylviette Milliot , "Un
couple de marchands de musique au XVIIIe siècle: Les Boivin," Revue
de musicologie, 54 (1968), 105-13. See Figures 93, 95.
Christophe Le Menu, 1742-1784; Mme Le Menu, 1775--1790, with
Mme Boyer, 1776?-1783; M. Boyer, 1783-1796, alone & with MOle
Le Menu. See Johansson (cited in E. below), pp. 104-33. See Figures
96,98.
Bayard, 1754-1762.
Louis Balthasar de la Chevardière, 1758-1785? Johansson, pp. 61-84.
See Figure 92.
Antoine Huberty , c.1757-c.1778, later in Vienna. Johansson, pp.
40-51; see also the study of his Viennese career by Weinmann.
Jean Baptiste Venier, 1760-1783. Johansson, pp. 155-69.
Antoine Bail1eux, c.1761 ?-1795. Johansson, pp. 9-20. See Figure 3.
Bureau d'Abonnement Musicale, 1765-1783. Johansson, pp. 21-39.
Jacques Georges Cousineau, and his son Pierre Joseph, 1767-1823.
Simon Le Duc, c.1768-1777, his brother Pierre Le Duc, 1775-1780,
FRANÇOIS LESURE
B. DIRECTORIES: The basic work is Cecil Hopkinson, A Dictionary of
Parisian Music Publishers, 1700-1950 (London 1954), based largely on
the early directories. Sorne lesser 19th-century publishers are omitted. A
revised edition is now being prepared.
C. IMPORTANT NAMES. Among many in Paris, the following are par-
ticularly important:
EARLY FRENCH ENGRAVINGS.
Figure 90 (top): Chédeville contra-
dances, c.1735. Figure 91 (right):
Rameau opera, 1739. Figure 92
(bottom): La Chevardière edition
of a Philidor opera, 1759.
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Jean Henry Naderman and his heirs, 1777-1835.
and their heirs, among them Alphonse, who reorganized the firm in
1841. Johansson, pp. 85-103. See Figure 101.
1.
FRANCE
The Gaveaux family, 1793-1832.
The Lemoine family, founded 1793. See Figure 111.
Magasin de musique .. " 1794-1825.
J.J. Imbault, c.1785-1814. Johansson, pp. 52-60. See Paule Guiomar,
"J.J. Imbault," Fontes artis rnusicae, 13 (1966), 43-6. See Figures
103,104, 106.
Jean Georges Sieber, 1771-1814, his widow to 1822, and his son,
Georges Julien, working independently, c.1798-1834. Johansson, pp.
134-54. See Anik Devries, "Les éditions musicales Sieber," Revue de
musicologie, 55 (1969),20-46. See Figure 99.
NATIONAL REPORTS, IV:
Jouve, c.1795-1835.
Ignace Joseph Pleyel, 1795-1834. See Rita Benton, "A la recherche de
Pleyel perdu," Fontes artis musicae, 17 (1970),9-15, by way of antici-
pating her major study of the man and his works. See Figure 100.
Mlles. Erard, 1798-1840.
J.J. Momigny, 1800-1828. See Albert PaIm, "J.J. de Momigny als
Verleger," Fontes artis musicae, 10 (1963),42-59. (Hopkinson, p. 36).
The Cheron family, 1805-1852.
Charles Simon Richault & heirs, 1805-1893. See Figures 115,118.
Antonio Francesco Gaetano Pacini, 1806-1846. See Figures 105,107.
R. Cadi et Cie., 1809-1829.
Janet et Cotelle, 1810-1838; A. Co telle alone until his death in 1858.
The firm continued under his name until 1892. See Figure 102.
Louis Armand Dauphin Boieldieu, 1811-1824.
Jacques Josfa Frey, 1811-1840. See Figure 108.
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154 A. Meissonnier Ainé, 1812-1839, in partnership with ].L. Heugel,
FRENCH "CLASSICAL" EDITIONS. Figure 93 (upper left): Boivin & Le Clerc dances, c.1735. Figure 94
(upper right): Dramatic score, 1749. Figure 95 (lower left): Le Clerc opera score, c.1765. Figure 96 (lower
left): Boyer keyboard music, c.1787.
no. J '1
EARLY l:TH-CENTURY FRENCH EDITIONS OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC. Figure 101 (upper left):
Le Duc t.no sona~as. :igure 102 (upper right): Janet & Cotelle piano music. Figure 103 (lower left):
Imbault plana mUSIC. Figure 104 (lower right): Imbault trio sonatas.
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LATE 18TH-CENTURY FRENCH EDITIONS. Figure 97 (upper left): Song collection, c.1785. Figure 98
(upper right): Boyer opera score, 1793. Figure 99 (lower left): Sieber opera score, c.179û. Figure 100
(louier right): Pleyel keyboard music, c.1797.
j 1
Guéra, 1777 -1782.
For further information, see Hopkinson.
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F~ENCH EDITION~ DURING TH~ SECOND REPUBLIC. Figure 105 (upper left): Pacini piano music.
Fzgure 106 (u~per nght): Imbault pIano music; cf. Figures 6-11, whieh show the London edition of this
same work. Fzgure 107 (lower left): Pacini chamber music. Figure 108 (lower right): Frey oratorio score.
FRANCE
E. CATALOGUES: Cari Johansson, French Music Pu blishers , Cata-
logues of the Second Half of the Eighteenth Century (Stockholm 1955)
1839-1842, thereafrer Heugel alone: J. Meissonnier Jeune, and his
heirs, 1828 ?-1860.
Collinet Père, 1813-1855.
Jacques Hippolyte Aristide Farrenc, 1819-1844.
Maurice Adolphe Schlesinger, son of the Berlin publisher, 1821-1846.
See Deutsch, Musikverlagsnumm ern, p. 22. See Figures 109, 113.
J.A. Aulagnier, 1822-1867.
E. Troupenas, 1825-1850. See Figures 110,114,116.
Launer, 1828-1854.
Schonenberger, 1830-1875. See Figure 112.
Canaux, 1839-1869, after 1856 identified as Régnier-Canaux.
Leon Escudier, as the Bureau Central de la Musique, 1841-1882.
Gemmy Brandus, 1846-1887, after 1854 in partnership with S. Du-
four. See Figures 4, 117.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: The Fontes artis musicae list is useful partly as
a reminder of how much work needs to be done. Certain publishers,
among them Heugel, have preserved in their archives the records of the ir
plate numbers. Several studies which include information on French plate
numbers are cited in C. above. The file of Richault numbers in the New
y ork Public Library is said to be especially valuable.
The major publishers in Lyon:
Antoine De Bretonne, 1735-1757, and his successors, Les Frères Le
Goux, 1758-1769.
Castaud, 1765-1784, and his successor, Garnier, 1801-1803.
NATIONAL REPORTS, IV:
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F. COPYRIGHT AND LEGAL DEPOSIT: The various programs faU
into three categories.
1. Privileges, 1654-1789. Registration books for the royal privileges are
in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris (Mss. franç. 16754, 21944-71). Ex-
tracts were published in Michel Brenet, "La Librairie musicale en France
de 1653 à 1790 d'après les registres de privilèges," SIMG , 8 (1906-7),
401-66. Other extracts not covered by Brenet are described (less precise-
Iy) in Georges Cucuel, "Quelques documents sur la librairie musicale au
XVIIIe siècle," ibid., 13 (1911-12),385-92.
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FRANCENATIONAL REPORTS, IV:
covers nine of the most important firms (see C. above). In addition, other
bibliographical sources are discussed, and 146 facsimile reproductions are
included. See also her summary, "Publishers' Addresses as a Guide to the
Dating of French Printed Music of the Second Half of the Eighteenth
Century," Fontes artis musicae, 1 (1954),14-19.
Additional catalogues located in the Library of Congress, Washington, are
cited by D.W. Krummel in Fontes artis musicae, 7 (1960),61-4.
Sever al more facsimiles are reproduced in Barry Brook, La Symphonie
française (Paris 1962). A number of 19th-century catalogues exist but
have nat been callected.
2. Dépôt legal, since 1811. The Archives Nationales, Paris, has the regis-
tration records for both Parisian publications, 1811-1828 and
1842-1912 (Série F 18-VIII), and provincial publications, 1849-1885,
with sorne gaps (Série F 18-XII). Registration records after 1912 are in the
Bibliothèque Nationale. Depository copies received in the Bibliothèque
Nationale between 1839 and c.1880 bear a red stamp with the date of
deposit. The call numbers also usually indicate that thèse are depository
copies.
3. Timbre fiscal, 1797-1806. On 30 October 1797 a duty wasimposed
on "la musique 'en feuilles,' " that is, separate songs and periodical series,
e.g., "sheet music." Because the stamps used for the duty were often
changed, their appearance is useful in dating for the period extending
from the enactment up ta the year 1806, not only for French publications
but also for those issued in territories under French occupation. The
stamps are studied and reproduced in Elisabeth Lebeau, "Le timbre fiscal
de la musique en feuilles de 1797 à 1840," Revue de musicologie, 27
(1945),20-8.160
FRENCH EDITIONS OF THE GRAND OPERA PERIOO. Figure 109 (upper left): Schlesinger c.1831.
Figure 110 (upper right): Troupenas, c.1839. Figure 111 (lourer left): Lemoine c.J 855. Figure 112 (lower
right): Schonenberger, c. 1835.
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: In the 18th century, new music was adver-
tized in the following important journals: Mercure de France, Journal de
Paris, Gazette de Paris, and Annonces, affiches et avis divers . . . . The
"Fichier Peyrot" is now in the Bibliothèque Nationale, and has been used
often by scholars, particularly for many MCC articles. A new abstract is
being made, along systematic lines, in the Département de la Musique.
Among many important studies which have cited these announcements
are Johansson, Brook, also H. Gougelot, La romance française sous la
Révolution et l'Empire (Melun 1938), and L. de la Laurencie, L'école
française de violon, de Lully à Viotti (Paris 1922-4).
Equally important is the Journal de la librairie et des arts, issued since
1782, and still in existence in modified form as the Bibliographie de la
France. Since 1810 a specifie rubric has been assigned to music, and since
1946 the music section has appeared as a special supplement. In addition,
use fui information on French music publishers may be found in Frits
Noske , La Mélodie française de Berlioz à Duparc (Paris 1954; Engl. trans-
lation with added appendices by Rita Benton, New York 1970), and in
the catalogues of Gluck (1959,1967), Berlioz (1951), and Verdi (1973)
by Cecil Hopkinson and of Boccherini (1969) by Yves Gérard.
NATIONAL REPORTS, IV: FRANCE
FRENCH EDITIONS AROUND 1850. Figure 113 (top): Schlesinger opera vocal score, 1840, in
"Parisian" format with the plate number in the bottom inner margin. Figure 114 (lou/er leit}:
Troupenas edition of Labarre's Album, 1842. Figure 115 (lower right): Rich ault chamber music of
the 18405.
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K. CURRENCY: Before 1794:
1 livre = 20 sols
1 sol =4 liards = 12 deniers
After 1794:
1 franc = 10 decimes = 100 centimes
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: F:Pn, with F:Pc and F:Po, is pre-
eminent. The distinguished personal collections of Geneviève Thibault,
André Meyer, Germaine de Rothschild, and Marc Pin cherie are likewise
important.
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Hijos de Vidal y Roger
Orfeo Tracio S.A.
Sociedad Editorial de Music a
Ildefonso Alier
Juan Bautista Pujol
Vidal, Llimona y Boceta
Luis Tena
Juan Ayné
Sanchez Ferris
Salvat
Casa Marzo
Almagro y Compaüia
Faustino Fuentes
Rafael Guardia
Casa Zozaya
Emilio Zozaya y Guillen
Eslava
Bonifacio San Martin Eslava
Pablo Martin Larrony
Luis E. Dotesio
Antonio Romero y Andia
(said ta be the olde st
music publisher)
Casa Ramera
Viuda de Ramera
Casimiro Martin
Enrique Villegas
Fuentes y Asenjo
Lastra, Fuentes y Ansejo
HERMANN & GERDA BARON
Among the major libraries, E:Mn and E:Bu have good holdings, but their
catalogues do not attempt to supply dates.
"Special thanks are due to Sefior Jaime Moll, general librarian at the Real Academia de la Lengua
in Madrid, for calling attention ta this work.
There are two major publishers who absorbed a number of the smaller
firms: Boileau in Barcelona and the Union Musical Espanola in Madrid.
The latter firm made a "take-over bid" in 1900, which must be unique in
the history of music publishing: sorne two dozen-odd firrns, with aIl their
stock as weIl as their archives, were absorbed at one time. The names of
thèse publishers (sorne of whom are obviously related) are:
In 1847, there began to appear, at irregular intervals, the Boletin de la
Propriedad Intelectual, poblicado par el Ministerio de Fomento (later por
el Registro General de la Misma) , which contains dated entries for printed
materials, including music. It should be stressed that the entries are re-
ported to have been "selected"; on what basis is uncertain. Furthermore,
Spanish law required the registration of every work which received even a
single performance. Thus the dated eritries may refer to works performed
which remained in manuscript. Beginning with the years 1879-1881, the
en tries were cumulated in the triennial Registro general de la Propriedad
Intelectual, The formidable task of extracting the published music from
this work must obviously be undertaken. *
v. Spain:
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FRENCH OPERA VOCAL SCORES AROUND 1850. Figure 116 (top): Troupenas score with the
plate number in the typical "Parisian " format location. Figure 117 (lourer left): Brandus score. Figure
118 (lower right): Richault score.
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VI. Italy
B. DIRECTüRIES: Claudio Sartori, Dizionario degli editori musicali
italiani (Florence 1953) covers aIl periods of history. 1t lists Inajor as well
as many minor publishers, but includes little information about addresses
and their relation to the publisher's career.
Information on the 19th Century
provided largely by PHILIP GOSSETT
c. IMPORTANT NAMES: Between 1700 and 1810, music in Italy was
circulated extensively in manuscript but was rarely printed. Over 100
printers and publishers from the 18th century are listed by Sartori. How-
ever, most of them issued treatises and service books, which were set in
type, and dated, thus making these publications generally outside the
scope of this study. Music specialists slowly emerged between 1770 and
1810, although their "editions" often consist of manuscript copies pre-
ceded by an engraved passe-partout title page. Amorig sn ch firrns were
Innocente Alessandri e Scattaglia and Antonio Zatta in Venice, Luigi
Marescalchi in Naples, and several members of the Artaria family in Milan.
See Figures 119-20.
The firm of Ricordi, which has dominated Italian music publishing since
its founding in 1808, is discussed in many sources, notably Claudio Sar-
tori's Casa Ricordi, 1808-1858 (Milan 1958). See Figures 122-3, 125-6.
Among other important firms of the 19th century are Lucca in Milan,
Girard in Naples, and Ratti, Cencetti , & Cie. in Rome. See Figures 121,
124.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: Ricordi numbers are listed in Fuld, pp. 67-70;
see also Thomas F. Heck, "Ricordi Plate Numbers, 1808-1857: A Cliron-
ological Survey," Current Musicology, 10 (1970), 117-23. These studies
supersede the discussion in Cecil Hopkinson, A Bibliography of the Musi-
cal and Literary Works of Hector Berlioz (London 1951), and are supple-
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ITALIAN EDITIONS. Figure 119 (top): Venice: Zatta, c.1790. Figure 120 (lower left): Naples 1785.
Figure 121 (lou/er right): Naples: Girard, c.1850.
mented by the lists in his Bibliography of the Works of Guiseppe Verdi,
1813-1901, v.1 (New York 1973), p. 93ff. See the Synopsis, I.C.2.c.,
Example 2.
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Figure 122 (top): Ricordi, 1832.
Figure 123 (right): Rieordi, 1856.
Figure 124 (bottom): Lucca, 1844.
ITALY
1830
1831
1833
1835
1837
323
380
448
568
599
379
438
561
1821
1822
1823
1824
1828
Il
30
124
154
249
1
20
74
133
238
NATIONAL REPORTS, VI:
Dated numbers and a summary discussion of plate numbers for publishers
between 1808 and 1850 - notably Ricordi, Girard, and Ratti, Cencetti, &
Cie., - appear in Philip Gossett, The Operas of Rossini (Princeton
1970), Appendix III. A fuller chronology of numbers for Ratti, Cencetti,
& Cie. is as follows:
E. CATALOGUES: "A First List of Italian Music Publishers' Catalogues,"
prepared by Claudio Sartori, has been appended to his article, "The
Bibliographer's Occupation," Notes, II, 26 (1970),710-12. (Ta the list
can be added a Catalogo degli sp artiti manoscritti d'opere teatrali d'ogni
genere, prepared by the Milan firm of Lucca in 1859: Theodore Thomas's
copy is in the Newberry Library.)
Ricordi is also known to have includcd catalogues on wrappers of music
which he published during 1819-1820. These supplimenti give detailed
information about recent publications. Copies are known to exist in the
Biblioteca Palatina (Sezione Musicale) in Parma.
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F. COPYRIGHT: The state of Italian copyright laws is summarized in
Fuld, pp. 21-3. It must be remembered that "Italy" was a political fic-
tion before 1861, and thus each state must be considered separately.
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: The mast important source of these is Ricor-
di's Gazzetta musicale di Milano, beginning in 1842. Information on new
musical editions from Naples can be found in the Giornale delle due
Sicilie. Daily newspapers in various cities also carried occasional citations,
but no attempt has been made to survey them systematically.
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: Major holdings are at I:Bc, I:Fc,
I:Mc, I:Nc, and I:Rsc. A library of Verdi editions is being organized by
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the Istituto de Studi verdiana in Parma. The ufficio Ricerca Fondi Musi-
cali, maintained in Milan by Claudio Sartori, assisted by Mariangela Dona,
has a massive union catalogue of Italian library holdings. Its offices (Via
Clerici 5, Milano 20121) are maintained through the Biblioteca Nazionale
Braidense.
M. üTHER EVIDENCE:
1. Comp osers . The relationship between the composer and his publisher
deserves special attention. The works of Rossini have been studied by
Philip Gossett; those of Verdi are being studied by Cecil Hopkinson.
2. First Performances. Since so much of the music publishing in Italy
during this period consisted of opera scores and excerpts, use fui informa-
tion can be gathered by comparing dates of opera premieres with the
earliest publications of excerpts issued by publishers in the city of its
premiere. Otten the premiere and the publication date of the first excerpts
were separated by no more than a week. (As the copyist was often the
publisher as well, this is not surprising.) A publication date for operatic
excerpts, particularly before 1850, can often be postulated from the first
performance. In such cases, it is essential to know the habits of the pub-
lishers, composers, and opera houses involved, and to look for corroborat-
ing evidence.
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PLATE SUBSTITUTION IN A RICORDI EDITION. Figure 125 (top): Original forrn , 1813. Figure
126 (bottom): Later form, c.1836, with a different recto page which has a new plate number.
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SWISS EDITIONS. Figure 127 (upper left): Nageli,
1800. Figure 128 (upper right): Nageli, 1801. Figure
129 (loioer left): Nâgeli, c.l8lü. Figure 130 (lourer
right): Rieter-Biedermann, c.1850.
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VII. Su'Îtzerlarld
ROBERT WYLER & HANS-RUDOLF DÜRRENMATT
C. IMPORTANT NAMES:
Hans-Georg Nàgeli, in Zürich, founded 1791. See Hermann Josef
Schattner, Volksbildung durch Musikerziehung: Leben und 11hrkell
Hans Georg Nàoelis (Osterbach-Kaiserslautern 1961), pp. 238-93:
"Der Verlag H.G. Nâgeli": also Georg Walter, Die Schiclesale des .Auto-
graphs der h-moll-Messe von J.S. Bach; ein Beitrag zur zùrcherischen
Musikverlagsgeschichte (Zurich 1965; 149. Neujahrsblatt der Allgenlein-
en Musikgesellschaft Zürich), also other writings rnentioned in Hans-
Martin Plesske's bibliography (cited in VIlLA. below), items 412-21.
See Figures 127-9.
Jakob Melchior Rieter-Biederrnann, in Winterthur, 1849-1862, later in
Leipzig. References are cited in Plesske, items 555-60. See Figure 130.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: An index, covering the German-speaking parts
of Switzerland, is now being established by Dr. Dürrenmatt at the Musik-
wissenschaftliches Seminar der Universitat Bern, Làngassstrasse 7).
K. CURRENCY: There is no uniform monetary system in Switzerland
during this periode
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: CH:Bu, CH:BEl, CH:Gu, CH:Zz.
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BREITKOPF EDITIONS, ILLUS-
TRATING THE THREE DIFFER-
ENT PRINTING PROCESSES. Fig-
ure 131 (top): Lithographed, c.1810.
Figure 132 (right): Type-set, 1813.
Figure 133 (bottom]: Engraved,
1826.
VIII. (jerJ7ZaJZ)/
LIESBETH WEINHOLD
A. SUMMARIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES: Both German mUSIC pub-
lishing and the literature on German music publishing have been prolifie.
There is no one single standard survey of the whole field, however. The
following works are particularly useful for information.
A comprehensive general bibliography of the entire field is found in Hans-Martin
Plesske, "Bibliographie des Schrifttums zur Geschichte deutscher und bsterreich-
ischer Musikverlage," Beitrâçe zur Geschichte des Buchwesens, 3 (1968),135-222.
Richard Schaal's article, "Musikverlag und Musikhandel," MCC, v.9 (1967), c.
1178-91, gives a useful general survey and mentions important names.
Useful background information may be found in Max Schumann, Zur Geschichte
des deutschen Musikalienhandels seit der Cründung des Vereins der Deutschen
Musikolienhandler, 1829-1929 (Leipzig 1929).
The massive Hofmeister Handbuch der musikalischen Literatur lists new German
publications, as weIl as many Foreign ones, (See the discussion of this set below.)
Music publishers are also frequently discussed in books on publishing in general,
such as Friedrich Kapp & Johann Gold.friedrich, Ceschichte des deutschen Buch-
handels (Leipzig 1886-1923); Rudolf Schmidt, Deutsche Buchhandler, Deutsch
Buchdrucker ... (Berlin 1902-1908); K. L6ffler, et al., Lexikon des gesamten
Buchwesens (Leipzig 1935-1937); Joachim Kirchner, Lexileon des Buch uiesens
(Stuttgart 1952-1956); and the Lexikon der deutschen Verlage (Leipzig 1929).
Information on aH aspects of the history of German music publishing is
being collected through the Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Gesch ich te der
deutschen Musikpublikation. See the notice by F.W. Riedel in Die Musik-
forschung, 18 (1965), 416-20.
B. DIRECTORIES: Ernst Challier, Verlags-Nachweis im Musikalien-
handel (Giessen 1908-13) is most specifically concerned with firrns that
have gone out of existence. A similar work covering aIl kinds of publishers
is Albert Erlecke, Die Besitz- und Firmenanderunçen im deutschen
Verlags-, Buch-, Kunst-, Musikalien-, und Landkartenhandel, 1750-1885
(Leipzig 1886). 175
Johann Jakob Lotter and his successors, in Augsburg, 1719-c.1844.
Plesske 481-4.
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GERMANY
Bernhard Christoph Breitkopf and successors, i.e., notably Johann
Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf, and finally Breitkopf & Hartel, in Leip-
zig, founded 171 9. Among the writings for the 150th anniversary of the
firrn, see Hellmuth von Hase, Breitkopf & Hartel, Gedenkschrift und
Arbeitsbericht, 3: 1918-1968 (Wiesbaden 1968); Irene Hempel, Pas-
ticcio auf das 250jahrige Bestehen des Verlages Breitkopf & Hàrtel
(Leipzig 1968); Rudolf Elvers, Breitkopf & Hartel, 1719-1969; Ein
historischer Überblick zum [ubilàum (Wiesbaden 1968); Musikalien
herausgegeben anlàsslicn des 250jahrigen Bestehens des Musikverlags
Breitkopf & Hartel. (Leipzig 1969); Plesske 206-79. See Figures
12-13,131-6.
c. IMPORTANT NAMES: (For further references see Plesske as noted.
Full citations cover the most important recent writings, many of which
are the result of the efforts of members of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft für
Geschichte der Musikpublikation.)
NATIONAL REPORTS, VIII:
BREITKOPF AND GOTZ EDITIONS. Figure 134 (upper Left): Breitkopf lîthographed piano music,
c.1816. Figure 135 (upper right): Breitkopf engraved piano music, 1837. Figure 136 (lower left): Breitkopf
engraved chamber music, 1850. Figure 137 (lourer right): G6tz chamber music, c.1785, with distinctive
punches.
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Balthasar Schmid and his successors, in Nuremberg, 1725-c.1786.
See Horst Heussner, "Nürnberger Musikverlag und Musikhandel im 18.
Jahrhunderts," in Musik und Verlag (Votterle Festschrift; Kassel 1968),
pp. 319-41; Plesske 567.
Johann Ulrich Haffner, in Nuremberg, 1740-1770. Plesske 338-9.
Bernhard Schott and his successors, in Mainz, founded 1770. See Hans
Schneider, "Zur Datierung der Musikdrucke des Verlages B. Schott's
Sohne ," Aus dern Antiquariat (supplement to the Frankfurt Borsen-
blatt jür den deutschen Buchhondeb , 27 (1971), A32-6; Plesske 568-
96. See Figures 148-9.
Johann Julius Hummel, in Berlin, 1770-c.1822, as a branch of the
Dutch firm discussed in II. above.
Johann Michael Gôtz, in Mannheim, later in Worms, Munich, and
Düsseldorf, 1773-18027 Plesske 336-7. See Figure 137.
Nicolaus Haueisen, in Frankfurt am Main, 1771-1789. See Wolfgang
Matthâus, "Der Musikverlag von Wolfgang Nicolaus Haueisen zu Frank-
furt am Main, 1771-1789," Die Musikforschung, 22 (1969),421-42.
Johann André and his successors, in Offenbach am Main, founded
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Johann Jakob Latter and his succcssors. ln Augsburg, 1719---e.1844.
Plesske 481-4.
c. IMPORTANT NAMES: (For further references sec Plesske as noted.
Full citations caver the most important recent writings, rnany of which
are the result of the efforts of mernbers of the Arbeitsgerncinschaft für
Geschichte der Musikpublikation.)
Bernhard Christoph Breitkopf and succcssors, i.c., notably Johann
Gottlob hnmanuel Breitkopt. and finally Brcitkopf & Hart.cl. in Leip-
zig, founded 1719. Amorig the wr irings f(~r the lS0th ann ivrrsar v of the
firrn, sec Hellmuth von Hase, Brcitkc)p./ {:. Hartcl, (;eclc}J/~schnjt urul
Arbcitsbericht, 3: 1918- 1968 (Wiesbaden 19(>8); Irene Hern pel , Pas-
ticcio au] das 250jâllrige Bcst clu-n des l·cr/dge.,· Brcitleop] [:, J-Jartel
(Leipzig 1968); Rudolf Elvcrs. Brcitkopf (:: Hiu tc], 1 719 1969: Ein
historischer Überblick zum ]uhilâlt111 (lt'icshddc1J 1968); Mu siùalie»
herausgegebel1 anl.isslic]. dc.\' 150;âllri,i(,cu Bcstchcus des "'fllsikl'crlügs
Breitkopf 0' Hartel (Leipzig 19(9): Plcsskl' 206 79. Sel' Figures
12-13,131-6.
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GERMANYNATIONAL REPORTS, VIII:
BREITKOPF AND GOTZ EDITIONS. Figure 134 (upper Left): Breitkopf Iithographed piano music,
c.1816. Figure 135 (upper right): Breitkopf engraved piano music, 1837. Figure 136 [lourer left): Breitkopf
engraved chamber music, 1850. Figure 137 (lourer right): Gôt z chamber music, c.1785, with distinctive
punches.
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Balthasar Schrnid and his succcssors, in Nurc mherg. 1725--c.1786.
Sel' Horst He ussner , "Nürn bcrzcr Musik vcr laz und Musi khan de] irn 18.
jahrhunderts." in .\1lLQ'k uud l·crltl.~ (Vot t cr le Fcstschrift : Kassel 1968),
pp. 319-41: Plesske 567.
Johann Ulrich Haffner, in Nuremberg, 1740- l770. Plcssk e 338---9.
Bernhard Sehott and his succcssors. in Ma inz , founded 1770. Sec Hans
Schneider, "Zur Datierung der Musik dr uc ke des Verlages B. Schott's
Sohne," Aus dcm .-l71tiquLlrillt supple mcut to the Frankfurt Borsc«:
blatt jIll' den dcutschen 13uc/zll'lJ/(lcl). 27 1971 ),A32~-6: Plesske 568-
96. See Figures 148- 9,
Johann Julius Hummel, ln Berlin. 1770---c.1822, as a branch of the
Dutch firm dise ussed in 11. ctbove.
Johann Michael Gorz , in Mannheim, later in Worms, Munich, and
Düsseldorf, 1773-18ü2? Plesske 336-7. Sec Figure 137.
Nicolaus Haueisen, in Frankfurt am Main, 1771 1789. Sec Wolfgang
Matthaus, "Der Musikverlag von Wolfgang NicolausHaueisen zu Frank-
furt am Main, 1771-1789," Die A1usikforschung, 22 (1969),421-42.
Johann André and his successors, in Offenbach am Main, founded176
Johann Jakob Lotter and his successors, in Augsburg, 1719-c.1844.
Plesske 481-4.
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GERMANY
Bernhard Christoph Breitkopf and successors, i.e., notably Johann
Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf, and finally Breitkopf & Hartel, in Leip-
zig, founded 1719. Among the writings for the 150th anniversary of the
Ïirrn, see Hellmuth von Hase, Breitkopf & HarteZ, Gedenkschrift und
Arbeitsbericht, 3: 1918-1968 (Wiesbaden 1968); Irene Hempel, Pas-
ticcio auf das 250jahrige Bestehen des Verlages Breitkopf & Hàrtel
(Leipzig 1968); Rudolf Elvers, Breitkopf & Hartel, 1719-1969; Ein
historischer ÜberbZick zum [ubilàum (Wiesbaden 1968); Musikalien
herausgegeben onlàsslicli des 250jahrigen Bestehens des Musikverlags
Breitkopf & Hartel (Leipzig 1969); Plesske 206-79. See Figures
12-13,131-6.
c. IMPORTANT NAMES: (For further references see Plesske as noted.
Full citations cover the most important recent writings, many of which
are the result of the efforts of members of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft für
Geschichte der Musikpublikation.)
NATIONAL REPORTS, VIII:
BREITKOPF AND GOTZ EDITIONS. Figure 134 (upper Left): Breitkopf l1thographed piano music,
c.1816. Figure 135 (upper right): Breitkopf engraved piano music, 1837. Figure 136 (lourer left): Breitkopf
engraved chamber music, 1850. Figure 137 (lower right): Gôt z chamber music, c.1785, with distinctive
punches.
176
Balthasar Schmid and his successors, in Nuremberg, 1725-c.1786.
See Horst Heussner, "Nürnberger Musikverlag und Musikhandel im 18.
Jahrhunderts," in Musik und Verlag (Vôtterle Festschrift; Kassel 1968),
pp. 319-41; Plesske 567.
Johann Ulrich Haffner, in Nuremberg, 1740-1770. Plesske 338-9.
Bernhard Schott and his successors, in Mainz, founded 1770. See Hans
Schneider, "Zur Datierung der Musikdrucke des Verlages B. Schott' s
Sohne ," Aus dem Antiquariat (supplement to the Frankfurt Borsen-
blatt für den deutschen Buchliandels, 27 (1971), A32-6; Plesske 568-
96. See Figures 148-9.
Johann Julius Hummel, in Berlin, 1770-c.1822, as a branch of the
Dutch firm discussed in II. above.
Johann Michael Gotz , in Mannheim, later in Worms, Munich, and
Düsseldorf, 1773-18027 Plesske 336-7. See Figure 137.
Nicolaus Haueisen, in Frankfurt am Main, 1771-1789. See Wolfgang
Matthaus, "Der Musikverlag von Wolfgang Nicolaus Haueisen zu Frank-
furt am Main, 1771-1789," Die Musikforschung, 22 (1969), 421-42.
Johann André and his successors, in Offenbach am Main, founded
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EARLY SIMROCK EDITIONS.
Figure 138 (top): c.1794. Figure
138 (top): c.1794. Figure 139
(right): c.1803. Figure 140 (bot-
tom): c.1818.
LATER SIMROCK EDITIONS. Fig-
ure 141 (right): c.1839. Figure
142 (lcnoer left): 1851. Figure 143
(lower right): c.1850.
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Nikolaus Sirnrock, in Bonn, c.1790-1870. Plesske 617-32. See Figures
138-43.
Musikalisches Magazin auf der Hohe (Johann Peter Spehr), in Braun-
schweig, c.1794-1844.
G. Gombart & Co., in Augsburg, 1795-c.1844. (See Synopsis, VI.C.1.
Note)
Johann August Bohme, in Hamburg, 1794-1885; also as Günther &
Bôhrne, c.1792-1799. See Figure 157.
ANDRÉ EDITIONS. Figure 144 (top):
c.1784. Figure 145 (right): c.1807. Fig-
ure 146 (bottom): 1820. The latter two
are lithographed.
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GERMANY
Macario Falter, in Munich, 1787-1888. See Hans Schmid, "Falter &
Sohn; Ein Münchner Musikverlag des 19. Jahrhunderts," Mitteilunos-
blatt der Gesellschaft fûr Bayerische Musikgeschichte, 6 (1973),
108-16; Liesbeth Weinhold has also been studying this firme See Figure
147.
1774. A history of the family and the firrn by Klaus Hortschansky, and
a bibliography by the late Wolfgang Matthàus, are being published for
the 200th anniversary of the firme Plesske 116-27. See Figures 144-6.
Heinrich Philipp Bossler, in Speyer, later in Darmstadt and in Gohlis
near Leipzig, 1781-1828. Plesske 179; Hans Schneider has also been
studying this publisher.
F.E.C. Leuckart, in Breslau, 1782-1870. Plesske 446-54.
Johann Karl Friedrich Rellstab, in Berlin, 1782-1806. Plesske 541-2.
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Franz Anton Hoffmeister (with two f's, and from Vienna), with
Ambrosius Kühnel, in Leipzig, 1800-1805; Kühnel alone, 1805-1814;
succeeded by C.F. Peters, since 1814. See Heinrich Lindlar, C.P. Peters
Musikverlag: Zeittafeln zur Verlagsgeschichte, 1800-1867-1967 (Frank-
furt 1967); Plesske 515-33. See Figures 150-2,155-6.
Rudolf Werckmeister, in Oranienburg, also in Berlin, 1802-09. Plesske
672.
Carl Zulehner, in Mainz, 1802-1827.
Friedrich Hofmeister (with one f), in Leipzig, founded 1807. Plesske
371-89. See Figure 153.
Adolf Martin Schlesinger, in Berlin, 1810-1864. Plesske 460-73. See
Figures 164-5.
G.M. Meyer, in Braunschweig, 1826-1856. See Figure 163.
Otto Erich Deutsch, Musikverlagsnummern (Berlin 1961).
Martin von Hase, "Musikverlagsnummern," Der Musikhandel, 13 (1962), 208-9.
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SOUTH GERMAN EDITIONS AROUND
1850. Figure 147 (top): Munich: Fal ter ,
c.1840. Figure 148 (left): Mainz: Schott.
1843. Figure 149 (hottofn): Mainz :
Schott, 1855.
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GERMANY
Henri Litolff, in Braunschweig, founded 1828. Plesske 474-80.
Bote & Bock, in Berlin, founded 1838. Plesske 181-204. See Figure
160.
Traugott Trautwein, in Berlin, 1820-1902. See Figure 161.
Heinrich Albert Probst, in Leipzig, 1823-1836; succeeded by F. Kist-
ner, 1836-1846; Kistner & Siegel, since 1846. Plesske 428-40. See
Figure 154.
J. Aibl, in Munich, 1825-1904. See Karl Ventzke, "Zur Frühgeschichte
des Musikverlags Joseph Aibl in München," Die Musikforschung, 25
(1972),316-7.
August Heinrich Cranz, in Hamburg, founded 1814. Plesske 294-5. See
Figures 158-9.
Anton Bôhm & Sohn, in Augsburg, founded 1815. Plesske 164-7.
A. Benjamin, in Altona, founded 1818. Plesske 154-9.
Adolf Nagel, in Hannover, faunded 1819. Plesske 504-6.
Julius Schuberth, in Hamburg, founded 1826, also later in Leipzig.
Plesske 597. See Figure 162.
F. Pustet, in Regensburg, founded 1826. Plesske 537.
K.F. Heckel & successors, in Mannheim, founded 1826.
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D. PLATE NUMBERS: German publishers used plate numbers exten-
sively. These are particularly useful in dating, since street addresses were
general1y omitted. Several German publishers assigned numbers ta a text
rather than an edition, however, so that the same number would appear
on a1l editions of the same music. Others, such as Breitkopf & Hartel,
maintained severa! plate number series at one time for engravings, type-set
editions, and lithagraphs.
Special sources include the following:
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E. CATALOGUES: These will be covered in the forthcoming book by
Liesbeth Weinhold & Alexander Weinmann, Bibliographie der Verlags- und
Sortimentskataloge im deu tschsprachigen Raum bis zum 1850.
Cards for aIl RISM entries from West German libraries with German and
foreign plate numbers up to c.1820 have been used ta prepare a plate-
number file which is maintained by the Deutsche Arbeitsgruppe of RISM,
in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
A file is also maintained by Dr. F .W. Riedel in Mainz (Musikwissenschaft-
liches Institut, Johannes Gutenberg-Universitàt, Saarstrasse 21, 6500
Mainz).
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F. COPYRIGHT: As early as 1829, a Schutzverband gegen den Miss-
brauch des Nachdrucks von Musikalien ("society for protection against
the misuse of music reprinting") had been organized mainly through the
efforts of Friedrich Hofmeister. This group, limited at first to Leipzig
publishers, was expanded later to become the Verein der deutschen Musi-
kalicnhândlcr. Depository copies were stamped "Eingetragen in das Ver-
einsregister" (without a date, however), and sent to the Deutsche Bücherei
in Leipzig. This arrangement served to reduce piracy but could not elimi-
nate it. Not until 1901 was copyright law enacted in Germany. The pub-
lished list of music deposited is the great Hofmeister series (see below),
which continued up to 1903, when the Verband ceased to be concerned
with copyrigh t matters.
During the French occupation, 1795-1814, Simrock editions were sent to
Paris, and have the marking "Enregistré à la Bibliothèque Nationale"; or,
after 1804, "à la Bibliothèque Impériale"; or often simply the abbrevia-
tion, "P.D.L.E.E.A.L.B.I." ("Propriété de L'Éditeur, Enregistré à la Bib-
liothèque Impériale"). Depository copies are also extant in various Ger-
man nationallibraries (i.e., D:Bds, D:DS, D:F, D:Hs, D:HVI, D:KA, D:Kl,
D:Mbs, D:MZu, D:S, D:WI). Of these libraries, Stuttgart received copies
from as early as 1817; most of the others, however, did not receive them
unti] after 1900.
See Kurt Dorfmüller, "Die Bestellung von Musikalien im Leihverkehr," Zeitschrift
fùr Bibliothekswesen und Bibliographie, Sonderheft 8 (1968), 62-5; the article
"Pflichtablieferung" in Fritz Milkau & George Leyh, Handbuch der Bibliotheks-
wissenschaft, 2. Auflage (Wiesbaden, 1952), v. 1, pp. 1000-5; also Karl-Heinz
Kahler, "Die Musikabteilung," in Die deutsche Staatsbibliothek (Leipzig 1961), v.
1, pp. 241-74.
PETERS AND PRECURSORS. Figure
150 (top): Keyboard music, 1801, issued
by Kühnel jointly with Hoffmeister in
Vienna. Figure 151 (right): Kühnel song
collection, c.1806. Figure 152 (bottom):
Peters song collection, c.1818.
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GERMANYNATIONAL REPORTS, VIII:
"Briefe von alten und neuen Musikalien" in Marpurg's Kritischen Briefen
(1759-1764).
Above aIl, Rochlitz's Allgemeine musicalische Zeitung (AMZ) , from its
beginnings in 1798, was supplemented by "Intelligenzbhitter," given over
to listings of new music from particular music publishers. In these irregu-
lar supplements, the titles were grouped, so that one batch of tides from a
particular publisher might include new works as well as works which were
first issued immediately after the last listing, often as rnuch as several
years previously. We suspect that the list might also include works whieh
the publisher intended to issue but which had not yet appeared. Re-
views of new music in the main body of the AMZ, on the other hand,
offer a definite terminus ante quem for the publication.
"Neuigkeiten" in Mizler's Musicalischer Bibliothek (1736).
"Nachrichten von Büchern [und Noten]" in Marpurg's Historisch-kritischen Bei-
tragen (1754-78).
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: New music was announded in several early
German periodicals and series, among them:
"Ankündungen" in Eschstruth's Musicalische Bibliothek (1756).
"Anzeigen" in Hiller's Wochentliche Nachrichten (1766-70).
"Anzeigen Neuerer Musikalien" in Koch's Journal der Tonkunst (1795).
Between 1775 and 1820, meanwhile, the Leipzig and Frankfurt fair cata-
logues included a special section on music. Twice a year (Ostermesse in
the spring and Michaelismesse in the faH), new editions were exhibited at
the fair and listed in the catalogues. These announcements, little known to
scholars, are generally not sa crucial in dating as AMZ notices. Further-
more, for purposes of assigning a particular year, the Ostermesse cata-
logues do no better than give an even-odds choice of two (that is, the
item in question may have been published between Oetober of the preced-
ing year and Easter of the present year). On the other hand, a fair-
catalogue entry is certain proof that a given work had actually been pub-
lished, since the exhibition of copies at the fair is presumed. A transcript
of the entries from these fair catalogues was planned around 1945 by a
group of music librarians in Washington, D.C., under the leadership of
Richard S. Hill. The typing of information onto cards was never com-
pleted, however.
In addition, various local newspapers listed new publications. Since the186
LEIPZIG EDITIONS. Figure 153 (upper left): Hofmeister, c.1815. Figure 154 (upper right): Kistner , 1857.
Figure 155 (lower left): Peters, c.1842. Figure 156 (lower right): Peters, 1857.
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HAMBURG EDITIONS. Figure 157
(top): Bo hmc, 1798. Figure 158 (right):
Cranz, c.1832. Figure 159 (bottom):
Cranz, c.1853.
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publisher was close by, these sources are generally considered ta offer the
most accurate information on precise publication dates of any of the
sources of announcements.
See Georg Kinsky, "Erstlingsdrucke der deutschen Tonmeister der Klassik und
Romantik," Philobiblon, 7 (1934),347-66; also Kathi Meyer-Baer, "Die Illustra-
tion in den Musikbüchern des 15.-17. Jahrhunderts," Philobiblon, 10 (1938),
205-12; also Jean Loubier, "Künstlerische Notentitel," Kunst und Kunsthand-
werk, 9 (1906), 574-89; Wolfgang Matthaus, "Die Elemente des Titelblatts im 18.
Jahrhundert," Fontes artis musicae, 12 (1965), 23-6; and Liesbeth Weinhold,
"Musiktitel und Datierung," Fontes artis musicae, 13 (1966), 136-40.
H. DESIGN & PRINTING PRACTICE: In various ways, the decoration
of title pages and the arrangement of the pages of text provide useful
help in dating. Between 1770 and 1810, ornamental titles often mention
the designer or engraver - sometimes even a date - usually in dny and
scarcely readable forrn, or buried in the ornamentation. Airer 1810, the
ornamental title declined; cross-hatched outline letters, on clean and
typographically conceived title pages, came to be replaced by excessively
florid and even deformed ornamental letters, which by 1820 tried to
achieve a three-dimensional effect. Horizontal lines came to be rounded
between 1810 and 1820. Arabesques and flourishes filled more and more
of the vacant space. The evaluation of such changes requires a penetrating
study of the artistic conceptions of title pages, and this affords a cornpari-
son of their use. Decoration on dated first editions and issues offers a
useful dating key in reference to later editions and issues.
In the musical notation itself, the form and style of signs, such as the keys
and rests, are helpful in dating.
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J. PAPER: General studies are pursued by and coordinated through the
Papierforschungsinstitut, located in the Gutenberg-Museum in Mainz,
where a large watermark collection can he found. Another large collection
has been established at the Hauptstaatsarchiv in Stuttgart by Gerhard
Piccard: see his series below. Regional studies have been made of paper
from Bavaria and Württemberg by Friedrich Hossle, and by others for
Schaumburg, Thuringia, and the Palatinate. Research into German manu-
script music paper is beginning to he published in such studies as Robert
Münster & Robert Machold, Thematischer Katalog der ehemaligen Klo-
sterkirchen Weyarn, Tegernsee, und Benediktbeuern (Munich 1970), pp.
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NORTH GERMAN EDITIONS AROUND 1850. Figure 160 (upper left): Berlin: Bote & Bock, c.1844.
Figure 161 (upper right): Berlin: Trautwein, c.1850. Figure 162 (lower left): Hamburg, Schuberth , 1843.
An Arnerican copyright notice appears at the bottom of the page, above the plate number. Figure 163
(lower right): Braunschweig: Meyer, c.1852.
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2. In Northern Germany, particularly in Saxony and several other states, after
1837/1838:
12 Pfennige =1 Groschen (Neugroschen)
30 Groschen = 1 Thaler
3. In Southern Germany before 1837/1838:
8 HelIer = 4 pfennige = 1 Kreutzer
24 Kreutzer Landmünze = 20 Kreutzer Conventionsmünze
120 Kreutzer Conventionsmünze =2 Conv, Gulden = 1 Conv. Thaler
1. In Northern Germany, before 1837/1838:
2 HelIer = 1 Pfennig
12 Pfennige = 1 (guter) Groschen
24 Groschen =1 (Reichs) Thaler
2 Gulden = 1-1/3 Reichsthaler
4. In Southern Germany after 1837/1838:
8 HelIer =4 pfennige =1 Kreutzer
60 Kreutzer = 1 Gulden
3-1/2 Gulden = 2 north German Thaler
164-76. Many watermarks have also been colleeted at the Bayerisehe
Staatsbibliothek in Munich, in connection with the work on the RISM
catalogues of music manuscripts and for the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
sehaft. For further information, see Karl Theodor Weiss, Handbuch der
Wasserzeichenkunde (Leipzig 1962); August Wilhelm Kazrneier, "Die
regionale Entwieklung der Wasserzeichenforschung im Umriss dargestellt,"
Gutenberg [ahrbuch , 1950, pp. 25-30; Gerhard Piccard, Die Wasser-
zeichenkartei Piccard im Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart: Findbuch (Stuttgart
1961- ); and various ether articles in the Gutenberg [ohrbuch,
K. CURRENCY & PRICING: Announcement of priees became corn-
mon in mu sie during the second half of the 18th century. After 1800, one
sees the tendency to print only the name of the currency and to allow
space for the exact amount to he either specially printed at the time of
sale or entered in manuscript. Much of Germany consisted of small states
and independent cities before 1871, but sorne of these had aIready by then
renounced their own currency. As early as 1806 there was a trend to con-
solidation, which was furthered by political events in 1815, and again
later by the conventions of Munich (1837) and Dresden (1839). The pri-
mary units were:
190
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SCHLESINGER EDITIONS FROM BERLIN. Figure 164 (top): c.1814. Figure 165
(bottom): 1830.
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: The major general collections are:
(in B.R.D.) D:B, D:Bhm, D:F, D:Hs, D:LÜh, D:Mbs, D:Sl, (In D.D.R.),
D:Bds, D:Dl, and D:LEm. Also very important, but particularly for hold-
ings of music of the 16th and 17th centuries, are D: As, D: Kl, D: MÜs.
D:Rp, and D:W. Important collections of the 18th-century nobility in-
clude D:DO, D:HL, D:HR, D:LB, D:Rtt, D:WD, and D:BFb and D:RH
(the latter two now both in D:MÜu). Other major collections in the
D.D.R. include D:HAu, D:LEu, D:SWl, and D:Z. The archives of publish-
ers, such as André and Schott, are also important.
THE WHISTLliVG-HOFA1EISTER G'ATALC)GlJES
NEIL RA TLIFF
These bibliographies provide the most extensive listings of current
published music ever compiled. Although in bath the earliest years and in
the late 1880's, international coverage was considerable, the Whistling-
Hofmeister series include primarily music published in German-speaking
countries. Among the major studies of the series are the following:
Rudolf Elvers & Cecil Hopkinson, "A Survey of the Music Catalogues of Whistling
and Hofmeister," Fontes artis musicae, 19 (1972),1-7.
Neil Radiff, Introduction to the Whistling & Hofmeister, Handbuch der musika-
lischen Litteratur: Reprint of the 1817 Edition and the Ten Nach.trâçe (1818-27)
(New York, forthcoming).
Three series are involved: the Handbuch der musihalischen Littcra-
tur, the Musikalisch-Literarischer Monatsbericht (now known as the
Deutsche Musikbibliographie) , and the [ahresverzeichnis der deutschen
Musikalien und Musikschriften. Each one of these has had variant t itles
throughout its history: for details see the two previously cited writings.
Carl Friedrich Whistling initiated these lists when he issued his Hand-
buch der musikalischen Litteratur (1817) with the intention of presenting 193
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a list of music in print or generally in the stock of music dealers around
1816 (a controversial date). The coverage is fairly comprehensive retro-
spectively to about 1790; however, a few titles from as early as 1765 are
cited. There were ten supplements to the original Handbuch between
1818 and 1827, the contents of which were curnulated into a "Zweite,
ganz umgearbeitete, vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage" issued in 1828.
This second edition also contains many, but not aIl, of the entries from
the first edition. Sorne entries were revised because of changes in publish-
er (many Steiner titles in the 1817 edition, for instance, are assigned to
Haslinger in the 1828), and sorne titles were omitted, since they were no
longer available to the trade. The second Handbuch, like the first, covered
only in-print or in-stock material. Three supplements to the second edi-
tion were published (1829,1834, and 1839), and later cumulated into the
so-called "Dritte Auflage" (1844-45). Again the same situation prevailed:
AlI items from the second group of three supplements were included, but
entries from the second edition which could no longer be obtained were
deleted. A first supplement to the third edition appeared in 1852, and
hereafter supplements continued to appear at five- ta eight-year intervals
until the demise of the Handbuch beginning in 1933.
The Monatsbericht, begun in 1829 and usually issued monthly, can
be sim ply described as a list of new imprints, although its history is
extremely complexe The Handbuch, which began with the 1829 supple-
ment, is essentially a cumulation of the Monatsbericht. The Monatsbericht
was cumulated into [ahresverzeichnis from the latter's inception to 1852,
and all three continued to 1933. The [ahresverzeichnis and Monatsbericht
still appear today, the latter as the Deutsche Musikbibliographie.
The Whistling-Hofmeister series is particularly important for verifica-
tion of dates in conjunction with information derived from other known
methods of dating. If it can be determined from other evidence that a
piece of music was probably issued in the 1860's, one consults the Hand-
buch volume for 1860-67. If an entry is located there, one then searches
through the yearly issues of the ]ahresverzeichnis. When the entry is
found in that source, generally the search is ended. Occasionally, however,
it will be desirable to determine the exact month by referring to issues of
the Monatsbericht. Unfortunately, the Monatsbericht often includes new
issues of works published earlier; but even more deceptive are the occa-
sional editions which were listed before publication.
Prior ta 1852, one can find listings in Bartholf Senff's ] ahrbucli für
Musik (1842-1852), an annual biblography unrelated to the Whistling-
Hofmeister series but similar in format. For dates from 1829 through
1841, one must use the third edition of the Handbuch and the two pre-
vious supplements, and then search monthly lists just to determine the
year of publication. After 1833, there are no cumulations of entries in the
Handbuch, although one last, incomplete volume was published in 1843,
covering "A" through "Linke."
Searches involving the early years are hampered by the classified
arrangement of the entries, based on medium and forme Even though
certain parts of the series use alphabetical composer entries, it was not
until1868 that this kind of access became a regular feature.
The complexities of the series are many, and a few additional matters
must be mentioned. The original edition, prepared by Whistling, was
reviewed in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung on June 25, 1817, in
which the reviewer affirmed the importance of the list by way of pointing
out many omissions. The fourth supplement (1821) is considerably larger
than the previous ones because it contains many French publications
which should have appeared in earlier supplements. With the founding of
the Verein der deutschen Musikalienhandler in 1829, coverage was limited
to editions issued by members of that organization. From 1840 through
1844 an unrelated monthly list called Musikalischer Monatsanzeiger was
issued under the editorship of Fritz Whistling (Carl Friedrich 's son). At
this time the Monatsbericht was completely under the control of the
Hofmeister Verlag. The systematic arrangements are different in these two
series; a study carefully comparing them for accuracy and cornprehen-
siveness remains to be done.
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EARLY ARTARIA KEYBOARD
EDITIONS. Figure 166 (top):
c.1789. Figure 167 (right): c.1799.
Figure 168 (bottom): c.1814.
IX. .Austri«.
A SUMMARIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES: Among the foremost pro}
ects in any area of music bibliography are Alexander Weinmann 's exhaus-
tive and invaluable Beitraçe zur Ceschich.te des Alt-J1h'ener Musikverlaçes,
in two series: Reihe 1 contains studies of particular cOlnposers; Reille 2 is
devoted to particular publishers. The latter (cited in C. below) includes
references to plate numbers, journal announcements, and other biblio-
graphical information, but rarely provides any locations of extant copies
or analysis of the copies, either bibliographical or textual. The plan of the
series is discussed in Weinmann's "Zur Bibliographie des AIt-Wiener Musik-
verlages," Festschrift Otto Erich Deutsch (Kassel 1963), pp. 319-26.
Studies of German music publishing (cited in VIII. above) often include
Austria as welle Especially important among the works cited there is Hans
Martin Plesske, "Bibliographie des Schrifttums zur Geschichte deutscher
und bsterreichischer Musikverlage," Beitràçe zur Geschichte des Buch-
wesens, 3 (1968), 135-222.
For the early 18th century, see Hannelore Gericke, Der Weiner Musik-
handel von 1700 bis 1778 (Graz 1960).
B. DIRECTüRIES: Alexander Weinmann, Wiener Musikverleger und
Musikalienhandler von Mozarts Zeit bis gegen 1860 (Vienna 1960; Wein-
mann Beitraçe 1,5).
c. IMPORTANT NAMES (all in Vienna):
Anton Huberty, 1770-1778. Weinmann Beitraçe, Il, 7-A (1962).
Artaria & Cie., 1778-1858. Weinmann Beitraçe, II, 2 (1952), revision
in preparation. See also Plesske, items 130-4. See Figures 14-19,
166-8, 171, 178.
Christoph Torricella, 1781-1784( ?). Weinmann Beitraçe, II, 7-B (1962). 197
Bureau des arts et d'industrie (Kunst- und Industrie-Comptoirs),
1801-1823. Weinmann Beitraye, Il, 3 (1955). See Figure 175.
Giovanni Cappi, 1801-1816, succeeded eventually by A.O. Witzendorf,
1842-1866. Weinmann Beitraye, II, Il (1967). See Figures 174, 176.
MOLLO AND ARTARIA KEY-
BOARD EDITIONS. Figure 169
(top): Mollo, 1806. Figure 170
(right): Mollo, 1801, possibly based
on Artaria plates (cf. Weinmann,
Artaria, p. 39; but note the plate
number 565 cited there. See also
Weinmann, Mollo, p. 18). Figure
171 (bottom): Artaria, 1828.
AUSTRIA
Ignaz Sauer ("Kunstverlag zu den sieben Schwestern"), 1798-1822;
with Max Josef Leidesdorf, 1822-1827; Leidesdorf alone , 1827-
1834/5. See Figure 172.
Tranquillo Mollo, 1798-1834. Weinmann Beitràge, II, 9 (1960). See
Figures 169-70.
Franz Anton Hoffmeister, 1784-1806, after 1800 in partnership with
Ambrosius Kühnel in Leipzig. \Veinmann Beitràçe. II, 8 (1964). See
Figure 150.
Musikalisches Magazin, i.e., Leopold Koz eluh, 1784-1802. Weinmann
Beitràye, II, 1 (1950).
Josef Eder, 1787-1816, later in partnership with and succeeded by
Jeremias Bermann, who was active to 1886. Weinmann Beitràçe, II, 12
(1968).
Carlo Mechetti, 1799-1810, succeeded by his nephew Pietro. Wein-
mann Beitràçe, II, 10 (1966). See Figure 179.
Johann Traeg, 1794-1818. Weinmann Beitraçe, II, 4 (1956).
K.K. Hoftheater Musikverlag, 1796-1822. Weinmann Beitraçe, II, 6
(1961).
NATIONAL REPORTS, IX:
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Chemische Druckerey of Alois Senefelder, later with S.A. Steiner &
Rochus Kranitsky, 1803-1812; Steiner alone, 1812-1814, and with
Tobias Haslinger, 1814-1826; Haslinger alone, after 1826. See Plesske,
items 633-4. See Figure 180.
Ludwig Maisch, 1809-1816, and his successors, Daniel Sprenger,
Mathias Artaria, &c. Weinmann Beitràçe, II, 14 (1970).
Pietro Cappi, founded 1816, and Anton Diabelli, founded 1817, to-
gether 1818-1824; Diabelli with C.A. Spina thereafter; Spina alone
after 1851 (but not using his name until 1857). See Figures 173,
177-8.
E. CATALOGUES: Covered in the Weinmann Beitraçe.
Minor publishers ("am Rande") are eovered in Weinmann Beitraye, II,
13 (1970).
D. PLATE NUMBERS: Covered in the Weinmann Beitràçe. For pub-
lishers not yet covered in this series, Deutsch Musikverlagsnummern is
often hel pful.
AUSTRIA
Anton Pennauer, 1822-1835.
NATIONAL REPORTS, IX:
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: Covered in the Weinmann Beitràçe. See also
his "Die Wiener Zeitung als Quelle für die Musikbibliographie," Anthony
van Hoboken Festschrift (Mainz 1962), pp. 153-60.
K. CURRENCY: Throughout the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
1 Kreutzer = 4 Pfennig = 8 Heller
During the period 1753-1857,
120 Convention Kreutzer = 144 Kreutzer Landmünz
= Convention Gulden = 1 Convention Thaler
1 Ducat = 2 Convention Thaler
In reeent praetiee,
VIENNESE EDITIONS. Figure 172
(top): Leidesdorf, 1827. Figure 173
(center): Diabelli, 1829. Figure 174
(bottom): Cappi & Czerny, c.1827.
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1 Schilling = 100 Groschen
See also Otto Erich Deutsch, "Austrian Currency Values and Their Pur-
ehasing Power, 1725-1934," Music and Letters, 15 (1934),236-8.
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: A:Wn, A:Wgm, also the persona! col-
lections of Alexander Weinmann in Vienna, Anthony van Hoboken in
Ascona, and Alan Tyson in London.
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MECHETTI AND HASLINGER. Figure 179 (upper left): Mechetti piano score, c.1839. Figure 180 (upper
right): Haslinger battle music, 1815. Figures 181 and 182 (bottom): Haslinger editions, 1842 and 1859,
with the distinctive use of parentheses for the plate number and an ownership sta tcm ent bel ow.
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VIENNESE EDITIONS. Figure 175 (upper left):
Kunst- und Industrie Comptoir, 1802. Figure 176
(upper right): Witzendorf, 1853. Figures 177 & 178
(bottom): Diabelli, 1836 and 1850, the former show-
ing serious cracks in the plates, the latter bearing a
New York dealer's stamp of the late 1860s.
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x. Czechoslo7Jakia..
With Assistance of OLDRICH PULKERT
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C. IMPORTANT NAMES (aIl in Prague):
E. Schodl, fl.c.1810. See Figure 186.
~....
Marco Berra, c.1815-c.1880? See Figures 183-5.
Johan Hoffmann, c.1835?-after 1860? See Figures 189-92.
EDITIONS OF BERRA IN PRAGUE.
Figure 183 (top): Solo sangs, 1815.
Figure 184 (left): Piano music,
1818. Figure 185 (bottom): Fugue
collection, 1832.
K. CURRENCY: See Austria (IX. above).
M. OTHER EVIDENCE:
1. Several bibliographical studies are of spe cial in terest:
VladimIr Te1ec, Staré tisky dei ceskych skladetelù 18. stoletl v Universitnl knihovnè
v Brnè (Prague 1969) covers music by Czech composers now in the University
Library in Brno, some of it published in Czechoslovakia.
O.E. Deutsch, "Ein Prager Beethoven-Druck," Der Auftakt, Il (1931), 45-8; cf.
Kinsky & Halm, p. 526 (WoO 74).
2. Potentially valuable, but not yet extensively studied, are su ch docu-
ments as the inventories of collections, bequests, deliveries, and the like,
preserved in the archives of various families, circles of the nobility , and
musical organizations. Receipts from suppliers and correspondence with
them are also important. Additional valuable information is to be ex-
tracted from the concert programs and other archivaI materiai of per-
forming groups, notable among them being the early Carlsbad orchestra.
3. Censorship lists are also said to be particularly valuable in work with
Czech music between 1800 and 1850. For a survey of this subject, see
Julius Marz, Die Osterreichische Zensur in Vormiirz (Munich 1959), espe-
cially p. 64. Whenever a censor's office was located, records were kept. A
project is now in progress, supervised through the archivaI offices in
Prague, for transcribing these entries,
4. The massive Cumulative Music Catalogue, a union list for the whole
country, will sorne clay be extremely valuable. See the discussion by Dr.
Pulkert in Roëenlea stàtni knihovny CSR v Praze, 1970, pp. 68-82. 205
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EDITIONS OF HOFFMANN IN PRAGUE. Figure 189 (upper left): Song sheet, c.1842. Figure 190 (upper
right): Folksong collection, c.1845, with an unusually small page size and narrow border reminiscent of
contemporary French editions (cf. Figure 114). Figure 191 (lower left): Song sheet , c.185û. Figure 192
(lou/er right): Religious music, c.186û.
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MINOR PUBLISHERS FROM
PRAGUE. Figure 186 (top): Schôdl
piano music, 181 Û. Figure 187
(right): Haas piano music. The
punches used in these editions also
may he seen in Berra editions: cf.
Figures 183-4 above. Figure 188
(bottom): Pluth solo sangs, c.182û.
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Weingand & Kôpf, from Bavaria, published music between 1774 and
1785, emphasizing the music of local composers. Their successor,
J6zsef Eggenberger, was active from 1802 untill850; his son Ferdinand
continued ta 1898.
ILONA MONA & ISTV AN KECSKEMÉTI
XI. HUlzgary
j ânos Samuel Liedemann was active from 1786 until c.1818; his son
Frigyes continued to 1822.
J6zsef Leyrer, was active after 1799, working closely with the Kunst
und Industrie Comptoir in Vienna; but he we nt bankrupt in 1806 and
gave up music selling. His successors were J 6zsef Schreyvogel (1805-
1808), J6zsef Riedi (1808-1812, 1815-1822), Zsigmond Rab us
(1812-1815), and Kàroly Lichtl (1822-1831), the latter important as
a publisher in his own right.
Konrad Adolf Hartleben, was active from 1801 until he sold his shop to
Lichtl in 1826; his pupil, Ferdinand Tornala, was active from 1826 to
1842, and perhaps again much later.
Kàroly T6dor Miller (Müller), was active as a publisher between 1820
and the time of the flood in 1838. See Figure 194.
Vince Grimm was the partner of and successor to Lichtl, mainly an art
dealer who operated the "Kunst und Industrie Comptoir" from 1831 to
1844.
J6zsef Wagner, a cellist born in 1791, was active as a publisher from
1839 to 1858, and specialized in current Hungarian music, including
the first works of Erkel.
C. IMPORTANT NAMES (aIl in Pest):
A. SUMMARIES: Ilona Mona, Hungarian Music Publication, 1774-
1867: First Summary (Budapest 1973), an invaluable work for the bib-
liographer which supersedes various articles by Kalman Isoz.
Hi.r,' Kea: Sen, "~6 DaI.
nt:;u;JIUJIJ j GIF t
A. •• r k o t •• o....
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HUNGARIAN EDITIONS. Figure 193 (upper left): Taborsky & Pars ch folk sangs, shortly after 1860.
Figure 194 (upper right): Miller art song, c.1820. Figures 195 and 196 (bottom): Rôzsavôlgyi piano
music, the former c. 1850 (with Rozsavolgyi initiais for the plate number), the latter 1863 (with Grinz-
weil initiais).
NATIONAL REPORTS, XI: Guide for Dating Early Published Music HUNGARY
]6zsef Treichlinger, born in Vienna in 1807, entered partnership with
Wagner in 1842. He sold his business in 1844 to Grimm, but resumed
publishing and later became the main music publisher of his clay, spe-
cializing in dance music but also issuing local serious works. A son, also
named J6zsef, was active after 1854.
R6zsavôlgyi és Târsa, music publishers, dealers, and later concert man-
agers, was founded in 1850 by Gyula Rôzsavôlgyi, son of the noted
violinist and composer, Mark Rosenthaler, and by Norbert Grinzweil
(Gisswein). In 1858 the firm succeeded Wagner. When Gyula Rôzsa-
volgyi died in 1861, the firrn was maintained by Grinzweil and became
the leading Hungarian music publisher around 1900. The name is still in
existence as a music retail store. See Figures 195-6.
For fuller information see Mona.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: Lichtl was the first to use numbers. His series
was continued by Grimm, who added his initials to Lichtl numbers and
extended the series for his own editions.
Treichlinger numbers are said ta be consistent for purposes of dating:
J. P APER: See Dorrit Somfai-Révész, "Wasserzeichen-Liste der Papiere
in unserem Quellenmaterial," in Dénes Bartha & Laszlo Somfai, Haydn als
Opernkapellmeister; Die Haydn-Doleumente der Estcrh azy-Opernsumm-
lung (Budapest 1960), pp. 435-51.
K. CURRENCY: See Austria (IX. above).
L. IMPORTANT HOLDINGS: H:Ba, H:Bb, H:Bl, H:Bn, H:BA,
H:SFmS, H:SP
The relationship between Hungarian musicians and Viennese publishers is
discussed in Alexander Weinmann, "Magyar muzsika a bécsi zenernu-
piacon; Bibliogràfiai kicsérlet ," in Magyar Zenetorténeti Tanulmanyok:
Szabolcsi Bence 70. Szidetésnapiara (Budapest 1969), pp. 131-77.
1
154
106
107
132
175
200
266
before 1846
1846
1847
1849
1851
1853
322
352
370
394
409
423
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
Roszavolgy i numbers below 1691 are designated "R. & C.," and predate
1861. Later numbers are designated "N.G." or "G.N.," denoting the
Grinzweil period, which began in 1861. Although the sequence has many
exceptions and duplications, the following chronology can be proposed:
25
86
126
133
1851
1852
1853
1854
203
232
249
628
1856
1857
1859
1860
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For fuller information see Mona. See also Jinos Demény, "Székely
Imre életmüve a lemezszâm-kutatâs tükrében" ("The Life Work of Imre
Székely as Reflected by Recent Results in Identifying plate Numbers"), in
Magyar Zenetôrténeti Tanulmônyok: Szabolcsi Bence 70.Születésnapjara
(Budapest 1969), pp. 201-14,408. 211
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c:;.; :i:ii:; :~;'èE'::: :@: EARLY POLISH KEYBOARD EDI-
TIONS. Figures 197 (top) and 198
( leIt) : Polonaises written and published
by Elsner, 1803, and by Cybulski,
c.1806. Figure 199 (bottom): Brzezina
tutor, 1829.
XII. fJolalzd
MARIA PROKOPOWICZ
A. SUMMARIES & BiBLIOGRAPHIES: Maria Przywecka-Sarnecka,
Drukarstwa muzyezne w Palsee do konca XVIII ioieleu (Krakow 1969),
covers mostly the period before engraving, but does cxtend to 1800.
Tadeusz Fracz.yk , "Litografie i ksiegarnie ," in his lVarszawa mlodosci
Chopina (Krakow 1961), pp. 235-307.
Maria Prokopowicz, "Musique imprimée à Varsovie, 1800-1830," in
The Book of the First International Musicological Cangress devoted ta the
Works of Chopin (Warsaw 1963), pp. 593-7; also her "La Musique
imprimée de 1800 à 1831 comme source de la culture musicale polonaise
de l'époque," Fontes artis musicae, 14 (1967), 16-22; also her "2 dziatat-
nosci warszawskich ksiçgarzy i wydawc6w muzycznych w latach
1800-1831," in Szkice 0 kulturze muzvcznei XIX w. (Warsaw 1971), pp.
33-49; also her "Wydawnictwo muzyczne Klukowskich 1816-1858" in
Rocznik Warszawski (Warsaw 1974).
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Krzysztof Mazur, "Polskie edytorstwo muzyczne rniçdzv powstaniem
listopadowym a styczniowym," in Szkice 0 leulturze mu.zyczne] XIX w.
(Warsaw 1971), pp. 51-89, is concerned with the period 1831-1864.
Wladvstaw Hordv nsk i, Katalog polskich clruleow muzvcz nvch , 1800~
1863, is eventually to include aIl editions of Polish music which appeared
between 1800 and 1863, arranged by libraries. Vol. 1 (Krak6w 1968) is
between 1800 and 1863, arranged by libraries. Vol. 1 (Krakôw 1968) is
devoted to the University Library in Poznan and the Library of the Polish
Academy of Science at Kornik.
c. IMPORTANT NAMES:
NOTE: Polish publishers, engravers, and lithographers need ta be differen-
tiated, since several are often named in the same edition. 213
Jan Widrychiewicz, u]. Miodowa No. 490, 29 November 1822-1824,
Krakowskie Przedmiescic No. 414, 1824-1825.
Antoni Brzezina, ul. Scnatorska No. 467 from 5 August to 1 October
1822, u!. Miodowa No. 481, 1822-1831; his partner and successor,
Gustaw Sennewald, 1832-September 1905. See Figures 199, 201-2.
POLISH MUSIC LITHOGRAPHS. Figure
200 (top): Letronne piano anthology,
1821. Figures 201 (right) and 202 (bot-
tom): Sennewald art sangs and dance
music, c.1845.
POLAND
Karol Ludwik Magnus, ul. Miodowa No. 486-B, 1828-c.1835; widow
j ozefa Magnus, c.1835-1846. See Figure 204.
Franciszek Spiess, ul. Senatorska No. 467, c.1839-1848. See Figure 205.
Jan Engel, u1. Krzywe Kolo 1771/72-1776, ln 1776 ul. Kamienne
Schodki.
Jozef Elsner, 1803-1805. See Figure 197.
Izydor Jozef Cybulski, Nowe Miasto No. 1883, 1805-c.1818. See
Figure 198.
Franciszek Klukowski, ul. Miodowa 489, 1816-6 February 1830; his
heir Ignacy Klukowski to 1858. See Figure 203.
Ludwik Letronne, ul. Podwale No. 497a, 1819-1821, ul. Miodowa No.
497, in 1821; Krakowskie Przcdrniescie No. 456 naprzeciw Uniwer-
sytetu, in 1822; u]. Miodowa No. 495, in 1823. See Figure 200.
NATIONAL REPORTS, XII:
Publishers in Warsaw:
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Publishers in other cities:
Jozef Zawadzki, in Wilno, 1805-1838; his heirs, 1838-1840.
Karol Antoni Simon, in Poznan, ul. Wodna No. 103, later at Stary
Rynck No. 84, 1817-1841.
T.J. Jenisz (Jaenisch), in Kalisz, c.1830.
Engravers: (in Warsaw):
Antoni pfachecki (working in Warsaw with LJ. Cybulski, 1805-c.1818,
with F. Klukowski, 1818-c.1825).
Jan Fuss, c.1820, in Warsaw and wilno. .........ll'i ...
NATIONAL REPORTS, XII:
Lithographers, in Warsaw except as noted:
Daniel Knusman, fl. 1822.
Jozef Brunn, 1826.
Aleksander Braun, fl. 1827-1829.
J. ~browski, fl. 1828-1829.
Jozef Leon Wemmer, 1829-1830.
Teodor Vivier, 1830-1831.
Franciszek Piller, in Lwow, c.1825-1833.
POLAND
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D. PLATE NUMBERS: A card file, particularly strong for the period
c.1850-1900, is maintained in the music division of the Biblioteka
Narodowa in Warsaw.
Jozef Elsner numbers:
10 1803
20 1804
22 43 1805
Izydor Jozef Cybulski numbers:
5 1805-6
46 1811
76 1812
114 1817
Franciszek Klukowski numbers:
POLISH TITLE-PAGE ILLUSTRA-
TION. Figure 203 (top): Klukow-
ski, 1818. Figure 204 (bottom):
Magnus, c.1829. Figure 205 (right):
Spiess, c.1845.
E. CATALOGUES: Karol Antoni Simon, Katalog muzylealiow wlasnego
nakladu [Poznari 1822).
Antoni Brzezina, "Nuty muzyczne," in Katalog ksiag polskich znay-
duiqcvcli sie w ksiçgarni A. Brzeziny i Komp. (Warszawa [1830] ).216
44
133
78
128
154
1818
1821
1822
NATIONAL REPORTS, XII: POLAND
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G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: New music was announced in several journals
in Warsaw, Krakow, Lwow, Poznari and Wilno. Sorne of them are de-
scribed in the series Bibliografia muzyczna polskich czasopism niemuzycz-
nych, particularly in the first volume (Krak6w 1962).
K. CURRENCY: Changes were Frequent.
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: PL:Wn, PL:Wu, PL:Kj, PL:Pu, PL:
Ka, PL:Tu, also the Library of Warsaw Music Society.
XIII. 1Jelzmark
DAN FOG & NANNA SCHI0DT
A. SUMMARIES: General surveys include Erling Winkel, "Nodetryk:
Danmark," in Nordisk leksikon for boçvàsen (Copenhagen 1962), 2,
140-1; C. Nyrop, "am nodetrykning i Danmark," Sleandinavis]e Bog-
trykker-Tidende, 2 (1871), 140-2, 149-59; 3 (1872), 155-6; and V.C.
Ravn, Koncerter og musikalske selskaber i aeldre tid (Copenhagen 1886;
Festskrift i Anledning af Musikforeningens halvhundredeaarsdag, 1.). For
earlier periods see E. Abrahamsen, Liturgisk Musik i den danske Kirke
efter Reformationen (Copenhagen 1919); and Ake Davidsson, Danslet
Musiktryck intill 1700-talets mitt (Uppsala 1962). of particular impor-
tance are sorne of the antiquarian catalogues of Dan Fog, notably nos. 16
(Bidrag til Dansk Musikhistorie, 1954) and 244 (Nordiske Komp onister,
1973).
B. DIRECTORIES: See Dan Fog, Dànische Musileverlaçe 111ul NotCII-
druckereien (Copenhagen 1972).
C. IMPORTANT NAMES (aIl in Copenhagen):
S9 t en Sënnichsen, 1783-1826. See Figure 209.
C.C. Lose, 1802-1879, with various partners; successor to E.F.J. Haly,
1793-1802. See Figures 206-8.
Horneman, 1844-1879, at times with de Meza or Erslev.
E.O. Friling, 1799-1819, succeeded by C.D. Milde to 1861, others lat-
er.
Wilhelm Hansen, founded 1853.
Among minor publishers, Julius Cohen, C.G. Iversen were active after
1846, Th.C. Gandrup after 1849.
For further information see Fog, Dônische Musikverlage. 219
E. COPYRIGHT: No music copyright until 1912.
K. CURRENCY: The system before 1875 was based on the following:
Since 1875, the present system of Kroner and 0rer has been in effect.
COPENHAGEN EDITIONS. Figure
206 (top): Ballet score, c.1807. Fig-
ures 207 (left) and 208 (bot tom}:
Lose piano music, ] 823 and] 831.
DENMARK
D:Kk.L. COLLECTIONS:
J. PAPER: Ove K. Nordstrand, Danmarles aeldste papirrrubller og deres
vandmaerker (Copenhagen 1961; Det Forenede Papirfabrikker).
G. DESIGN & PRINTING PRACTICE: See Kay Schmidt-Phiseldeck,
"Om nodetitler," Bogvennen, (1929),177-218.
1 Mark = 16 Skilling
1 Rigsdaler = 6 Mark
NATIONAL REPORTS, XIII:
F. ANNOUNCEMENTS: A massive and invaluable index to Danish
music publishing activity as reeorded in journals and other sources was
compiled by S.A.E. Hagen (1842-1927), the music publisher. This has
been uneovered only reeently in Det Kongelige Bibliotek (by the above
respondents, as a result of the present project), and remains ta be thor-
oughly explored.
In addition, the file of about 25,000 cards assembled by Sigurd Berg, and
now in the Musikhistorisk Museum, Copenhagen, is very useful.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: In Det Kongelige Bibliotek, Copenhagen, a
publishers' catalogue was established in the music department by the late
Sven Lunn. It now covers an of the library's music except for some items
either acquired since 1961 or nat re-catalogued. See Fog, Dânische Musik-
verlage for an exhausting survey of the tapie.
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AXEL HELMER & CARI jOHANSSON
XIV Sueden:
A. SUMMARIES: Carl Bjorkborn , "Svenskt rnusiktryck: Nagra an te ck-
ningar om musiktrycket under âldre tidersârskilt i Sverige," l\Jordisk
boktryckarekonst, 2 (1937), 53-63.
Axel Helmer, Nâgot om rnusikaliedatering (Svenskt musikhistoriskt arkiv,
Bulletin IV, 1969), is an invaluable reference work which contains a
general introduction as well as other features, as noted below.
See also A. Wiberg, Den svenska musileh.andelns historia (Stockholnl
1955).
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EARLY SCANDINAVIAN EDITIONS.
Figure 209 (top): Sennichsen oratorio,
1789, set in type and based on Breit-
kopf models (cf. Figure 118). Figure
210 (right): Swedish Haydn edition,
1791. Figure 211 (bottom): Müller
lithograph, Stockholm c.1825.
B. DIRECTORIES: Helmer, Nâoot GIn musiealiedatering, contains a
"Litet forlaggarlexikon" ("Brief Directory of Publishers"), pp. 9--13. Sec
also his report in Fontes artis musicae, 14 (1967),31-3.
C. IMPORTANT NAMES (aU in Stockholm):
E.W. Bj6rkman, founded 1837/38.
J.L. Ebeling, 1822-1824 and 1827-1835 (his firrn had been sold to
and was owned by J.F. Walter, 1825-1827).
Fehr & Müller, 1818-9; C. Müller, 1819-1832. See Figure 211.
Kongl. Privilegierade Musikaliska tryckeriet, 1783-1835 (O. Àhlstrorn).
J.C. Hedbom (later "&Cie."), 1827-1852.
W.F. Holmgren, 1823-1824.
Rylander & Comp., 1849-1855; Rylander & Svanberg, 1852---1855.
Abr. Hirsch, founded 1838, and working under the name of bstergren-
Hirsch prior to 1842.
Abr. Lundquist, i.e., Caron & Lundquist, 1838-1844; Lundquist alone,
1844-1849; with Rylander, 1849-1856; Lundquist alone, after 1856. 223
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D. PLATE NUMBERS: (Helmer, p. 2Iff.)
Hirsch (Ôstergren) numbers:
1 254 : before 1849 633 700 : 1855
255 379 : 1849 701 758 : 1856
392 450 : 1850 759 815 : 1857
451 483 : 1851 817 875 : 1858
484 517 : 1852 879 959 : 1859
518 571 : 1853 960 1012 : 1860
574 632 : 1854
Lundquist numbers:
1 300: before 1856
301 676: 1856-1862
Elkan & Schildknecht numbers (not necessarily chronological: see
Helmer):
1 Il: 1859
12 46/53: 1860
E. CATALOGUES: Helmer, pp. 14-20, contains a chronologically ar-
ranged list of "Fôrlagskataloger 1794-ca.1900."
F. COPYRIGHT (i.e., Royal Privilege): Olof Àhlstrorn's privilegium ex-
elusivum was valid for the period 1788-1823, although certain limita-
tions of the privilege had been introduced by 1818. See A. Wiberg,
"Striden om Olof Âhlstr6ms musiktryckeriprivilegium," Svensk tidskrift
for musikforskning, 34 (1952), 84-110. The privilege was not cited on
the music except through the imprint designation, "Kong!. privilegierade
musikaliska try ckeriet."
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: The following Stockholm journals contain
announcements: Post & Inrikes Tidningar, 1722-1825; Stoekholms
Posten, 1778-1833; Dagligt Allehanda, 1767-1859; Extra Posten,
1792-1795; Aftonbladet, 1830- .
There is a large collection of excerpts, prepared by A. Wiberg, on deposit
at the Svenskt Musikhistoriskt Arkiv (Swedish Archives of Music History)
in Stockholm.
H. DESIGN & PRINTING PRACTICE: Extensive and very important
studies of the music typography of earlier periods have been prepared by
Me Davidsson. See, for instance, his Studier rôrande svensk t musiletrv c]:
fore âr 1750 (Uppsala 1957; Studia musicologica upsaliensia, 5.), and
"Das Typenmaterial des âlteren nordischen Musikdrucks," A nnalcs
Aeademiae Regiae Scientiarum Upsaliensis, 6 (1962), 76-101.
J. PAPER: Significant work has been done with several major collec-
tions, mostly of manuscripts. See Ingmar Bengtsson & Ruben Danielson ,
Handstilar och notpikturer i Kungl. Musikalislea akademiens Roman-
samliny (Uppsala 1955; Studia musicologica upsaliensia, 3.); also Bruno
Grusnick, "Die Dübensammlung; Ein Versuch ihrer chronologischen
Ordnung," Svensk tidskrift [or musilejorsleninç, 46 (1964), 27--82, 48
(1966),63-186; and Jan Olof Rudén's useful dissertation, Vattenmarlecn
oeh musikforskning; Presentation och tillampninç aven daterinysmetod pd
musikalier i handsknft i Uppsala universitetsbiblioteks Dùbensamlinç
(Uppsala 1968).
K. CURRENCY:
pre 1776: 1 daler silvermynt (d, smt), or from 1604 riksdaler (rdr smt) = 4
mark = 32 ore. 1 ore =24 penningar. The priee is normally given
in d. smt, ore, and penningar.
1624-1776: also 1 daler kopparmynt (d. kmt).
1776-1855: 1 riksdaler (after 1830, rdr speeie) = 48 skilling; 1 skilling = 12
runstyckeri.
1855-1873: 1 riksdaler riksmynt (rdr rmt) = 100 ore.
1873ff.: 1 krona (kr.) = 100 ore.
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RUSSIAN PIANO EDITIONS. Figure 212 (left): Stellowsky, c.1850. Figure 213 (right): Krug, c.1860.
XV 1(usSitL
A. SUMMARIES: Georgy Ivanov, Notoiezdatelskoe delo V Rossii:
lstoricheskaya spravka (Moscow 1970), a general reference book with
bibliographical citations.
Boris Volman , Russkie pechatnye noty XVIII veka (Leningrad 1957), also
his Russkie notnye izdaniya, XIX- nachala xx veka (Leningrad 1970).
B.J. Yorgenson, Ocherk istorii natopechataniya (Moscow 1928) includes a
general outline of the history of Russian music printing, pp. 33-41,
169ff.
Richard Schaal, "Zur Geschichte des russischen Musikschrifttums," Dus
Antiquariat, 9 (1953),2-4.
B. DIRECTüRIES: Cecil Hopkinson, Notes on Russian Mu sic Publisli-
ers (London 1959). This author 's John Field bibliography is also useful
for information on Russian publishing.
C. IMPORTANT NAMES (aIl in St. Petersburg):
Johann Daniel Gerstenberg, 1793-1799. See Walter Gerstenberg, "Aus
Petersburger Antàngen des Verlegers Johann Daniel Gersten berg
(1758-1841)," Musik und Verlag (Votterle Festschrift: Kassel 1968),
pp. 293-8.
Carl Lissner, 1795-1824.
Dalmas, 1800?-1829.
Ivan Karl Paez (Petz), 1810-1826.
Feodor Stellovsky, 1840-1876. See Figure 212.
The major firms of importance later aH date from the end of the period
of this study, i.e., Gurheil (Moscow, founded 1859), Jurgenson {Mos-
cow & St. Petersburg, active after 1867), Bessel (St. Peters burg,
founded 1869), and Belaieff (Leipzig, founded 1885).
D. PLATE NUMBERS: For Jurgenson plate numbers (afrer 1860), see
Fuld, pp. 66-7. 227
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D.W.K., ASSISTED BY DENA J. EPSTEIN,
RICHARD JACKSON, & WILLIAM LICHTENWANGER
XVI. United States
Oscar Sonneck, Bibliography of Early Secular American Mu.sic, revised by
William Treat Upton (Washington 1945; reprinted New York 1968) de-
scribes and locates about 1,500 18th-century editions.
G. Thomas TanseIle, Guide ta the Study of United States lmprin.ts (Cam-
bridge 1971) includes numerous music publishers. See the discussion by
D.W. Krummel in the Yearbook for l nter-American Musical Rcscarch, 8
(1972), 137-46.
A. SUMMARIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES: Willianl Anns Fisher, 150
Years of Music Publishing in the United States (Boston 1933), pp. 23-62,
is a brief historical survey, now out of date.
Richard J. Wolfe, Secular Music in America, 1801-1825 (New York
1964), covers about 10,000 editions and supersedes the lists for Boston by
H. Earle Johnson (Musical Interludes in Boston, New York 1943) and for
Philadelphia by D.W. Krummel, as weB as includes new rides and correc-
tions for Sonneck-Upton.
The Board of Music Trade, comprising at the time a membership of
twenty of the country's largest music publishers, issued a Complete
Catalogue of Sheet Music and Musical Works (1871). Its brief entries
notwithstanding, this is a rather useful record of the music in print at that
time, in aIl a total of at least 80,000 items. Dena J. Epstein has provided a
valuable introduction to the facsimile reprint of this book (New York
1973) which describes music publishing circumstances of these years and
those immediately following.
Ernst C. Krohn, Music Publishinç the Middle ~Vestenl States Bejore the
civil War (Detroit 1972; Detroit Studies in Music Bibliography, 23),
covers seven cities.
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PHILADELPHIA AND BOSTON EDITIONS BEFORE 1800. Figures 214 and 215 (top): Carr in Philadel-
phia. Figure 216 (lower left): Willig in Philadelphia. Figure 217 (lower right): Von Hagen in Boston.
George WiIlig, in Philadelphia, 1794-1856. See Figures 214, 236.
James Hewitt, in Boston and New York, 1793-c.1825; his son James
to c.1847. See Figures 219, 231.
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Joseph Carr, in Baltimore, and his son Benjamin, mostly in Philadel-
phia, 1794-c.1820. See Virginia Larkin Redway, "The Carrs, American
Music Publishers," Musical Quarterly, 18 (1932), 150-77. See Figures
213,215.
B. DIRECTORIES: Harry Dichter & EIliott Shapiro , Barly American
Sheet Music, 1ts Lure and Lore (New York 1941), includes a "Directory
of Early American Music Publishers, 1768-1889," pp. 165-248. AI-
though valuable for its day, it is now in need of updating. Modern direc-
tories of the early book trade in particular cities have also been prepared,
a number of them issued by the New York Public Library.
C. IMPORTANT NAMES: Although music was issued in the American
colonies throughout most of the 18th century, no great quantity was
published until after 1786, and no music publishers were at aIl successful
until 1793. Among the major publishers are the following:
Gottlieb Graupner, in Boston, 1796-1835. See Figure 226.
Written Compoaed tl Dedi,c:ated
George E. Blake, in Philadelphia, 1802-c.1850. See Figure 225.
Firth, Hall, & Pond, in various combinations, in New York,
c.1827-c.1875. See Figure 237.
----- &1 -----
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Oliver Ditson, in Boston, 1833-1937.
William C. Peters and other members of his family, in Louisville, Cincin-
nati, Baltimore, St. Louis, and New York, 1842?-1875. See Krohn , pp.
15-23.
Lee & Walker, in Philadelphia, 1845-1875.
Balmer & Weber, in St. Louis, c.1846-1907.
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Root & Cady, in Chicago, 1858-1871. See Dena J. Epstein, Music
Publishing in Chicago Before 1871 (Detroit 1969; Detroit Studies in
Music Bibliography, 14). EARLY NEW YORK EDITIONS. Figure 218 (upper left): Peter Erben, c.18û1. Figure 219 (upper right):
Hewitt, 1799. Figures 220 and 221 (bottom): Paff, c.18ûl and c.18û7.
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Oliver Ditson, Boston (see the Example in the Synopsis, ILA.l. above).
311 1806-1811 (apparently not
arranged chronologically)
D. PLATE NUMBERS, by way of a revision of the report in Fontes
artis musicae, 14 (1967), 33-7, based largely on a survey by Wilbur Jones
of the copyright deposits in the Library of Congress (class M 1.A12; see
F. below):
John Aitken, Philadelphia
Allyn Bacon (Bacon & Hart), Philadelphia
John Firth, New York; also Firth & Hall; also Firth, Hall, & Pond:
206 1843
2986 1844
3776 3858 1845
3887 4064 1846
4066 4227 1847
Firth & Pond, New York
3 270 1848 3283 3432 1855
193 675 1849 3714 1856
571 912 1850 4275 4321 1857
989 1020 1851 4395 4492 1858
2589 1853 4552 4640 1859
2664 3059 1854 4677 5012 1860
J., A., & W. Geib, New York
No.2(4-6)-No.11(32-33): 1817?
83 84 1817?
S.T. Gordon, New York
566 1851
1810 1856
4443 1858
Gottlieb Graupner, Boston
1 500 various da tes
502 520 1814-1819
Wm. Hall & Son, New York
Il 282 1848 997 1456 1851
307 550 1849 1620 1769 1852
564 951 1850 1892 2081 1853
Uri K. and Frederick Hill, New York (engravers)
4 45 1815-1816
Charles E. Horn, New York
143 209 1840
210 222 1841 233
c.1819
c.1820
1847
1848
1849
1850
1850
1851
1852
1857
1860
131 170
171 200
1023 1151
1129 1438
1378 1631
1632 1772
1795 2188
2236
2693
14447
20268
c.1816
c.1817
c.1818
c.1822
c.1824
1825?
1843
1844
1845
1846
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1057
1237
1449
1651
1830
4 26
27 90
91 130
1788 1851
2214 1860
31 1848 or earlier
38 1849
197 307
290 525
499 705
716 1019
1011
1086
1211
1439
1636
See also Miller & Beacham
A-Z
2 104
105 189
John Cole, Baltimore
Balmer & Weber, St. Louis
Silas Brainard, Cleveland
Frederick Benteen, Baltimore
232
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10 1850 2
1059
50
1580
1848
1850
Charles H. Keith, Boston
James G. Osbourn, Philadelphia
John G. Klemm (Klernrn & Bro.), Philadelphia
w.C. Peters, Cincinnati, &c.
122
204
453
200
292
379
456
480
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
167
20
25
197
200
342
1831
1837
1839
1840
1843
420
405(?)
395 : 1844
547 : 1845
545 : l 846 (?)
567 : 1848
Henry Prentiss, Boston
George P. Reed, Boston
200 1823 (Allyn 620 654 1844
Bacon plates) 649 687 1845
201 260 c.1824 738 748 1846
261 1826 760 785 1847
548 c.1836 787 819 1848
592 1839 823 830 1849
Lee & Walker, Philadelphia
8 1844
10 45 1845
74 220 1846
219 379 1847
381 601 1848
604 822 1849
824 970 1850
Francesco Masi, Boston
13 46 c.1815
W.H. Oakes, Boston
1119
1137
1405
391
1005
1015
1186
365
1120
1226
1489
1833
28
315
464
706
4
44
1014
1110
1524
2290
1846
1847
1848
1850
1853
1841
1843
1844
1850
184-?
1841
1847
1848
1849
1856
42
202
274
374
62
251
332
396
1841
1847
1848
1849
John Siegling, Charleston
185 : assignedafter 1828 and
probably not chronological
Miller & Beacham, Baltimore (successors to Benteen)
234
1754
2017
2264
1903
2150
2371
1850
1851
1852
J.C. Smith, Philadelphia
69
843
1829
1841 235
N.B.: Willig often assigned the same number ta more th an one edition.
E. CATALOGUES: These were seldom issued, and the few extant
copies have not been studied. See, however , the 1871 Board of Music
Trade catalogue cited in A. above.
Krohn, pp. 32-4, discusses the practice of "hyphenated numbering," i.e.,
following the plate number with a second number to indicate how many
plates comprise the set (e.g., 294-6 tells us that there were six plates in the
edition which bears plate number 294). See the Synopsis, ILB.3. above.
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1847
1848
1849
1850
UNITED STATES
2075
2159
2258
2359
2026
2112
2155
2259
1843
1844
1845
1846
1444
1906
1960
2021
1437
1850
1921
2012
George Willig, Jr., Baltimore
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F. COPYRIGHT: Copyright was first enacted in 1783. Music was not
recognized as a category until 1831, although musical editions before this
date had occasionally been registered as books or as engravings. There is a
significant increase in the amount of music copyrighted beginning in the
years just before 1850. For a survey of the practices, see G. Thomas
Tanselle, "Copyright Records and the Bibliographer ," Studies in Bibliog-
raphy, 22 (1969),77-124.
Statements of copyright generally consist of the word "Copyright" fol-
lowed by the date and the name of the claimant (e.g., "Copyright 1849 by
Firth & Pond"). Occasionally in the years before 1830, the entire legal
notice, beginning with the words, "Be it remembered," was copied. The
copyright date is generally an accurate reflection of the publication date.
Sometimes, however, publication was delayed: the copyright date may be
as much as severa! years too early. Quite often new editions were prepared
(i.e., new plates were made), on which the original copyright date was
retained.
Music was copyrighted in the various U.S. District Courts before 1870.
The record books of many of these courts are now preserved in the Rare
Book Room of the Library of Congress. See Martin Roberts, Records in AMERICAN SONG SHEETS: THE AGE OF FLORID CALLIGRAPHY. Figure 222 (upper lcft): c.1816.
Figure 223 (upper right): 1824, with a copyright notice. Figure 224 (lower left): c.1830. Figure 225 (lower
right): c.1830.
H. DESIGN & PRINTING PRACTICE: See D.W. Krummel, "Graphie
Analysis," M.L.A.Notes, II, 16 (1959), 213-33.
PATTERNS OF IMITATION IN AMERICAN SONG SHEETS c 1825 P' 226 9 Th dh b ' ,. ,tgures -. e exact ates
ave not een deterrnined, and hence the sequence can not be established.
UNITED STATES
Introduction of various printing methods, partieularly for purposes of
illustrating the covers of sheet music, offers a terminus post quem. Al-
though lithography, for instance, was introduced in the United States
around 1818, there are very few lithographed illustrations on music before
1827. Chromo-lithography is said to have been introduced in America in
1851 by the four Rosenthal brothers in Philadelphia (Harry Peters,
America on Stone, p. 343). There are, however, a number of sheet music
editions with chromo-lithograph covers which bear much earlier copyright
dates. (It is possible, however, that the chromo-lithographs were added to
late impressions and new issues.) The illustration of early sheet music, in
Boston particularly, is discussed in David Tatham, The Lure of the Striped
Pig (Barre, Massachusetts 1973). See also Dichter & Shapiro , and the
several entertainly informative books by Lester S. Levy.
G. ANNOUNCEMENTS: A number of journals and newspapers carry
notices of music "ta be issucd" or "newly issued." The notices from
before c.1830 have often been extracted and indexed on cards, now pre-
served in the Americana Collection of the Music Division of the New York
Public Library. See Wolfe, p. xxii, as well as the information sheet on the
"Americana Files" for the Library.
Extant depository copies are preserved in the Library of Congress, mostly
in the bound volumes which make up class M 1.A12 in the Music Division.
Also in the Library is a collection of title pages which were required by
law to be deposited before publication, as soon as formaI publication was
planned. On each depository copy and on each title page appears, in
manuscript, the actual date of receipt, which of course may not be the
date of publication. Sorne of the depository tide pages belong to editions
which are not orherwise known to be extant and may in fact never have
been published.
the Copyright Office Deposited by the United States District Courts
Covering the Period 1790-1870 (Washington 1939). While there have
been many scholars who have used thèse records, there is no transcript or
index, either of the whole set or of the music, which comprises a remark-
ably large proportion of the total.
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Richard J. Wolfe's forthcoming study of early American music printers
promises to be a major contribution to the literature of this subject.
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: US:Wc is preeminent. Material may
also be found in other collections with special American shcet music files,
such as the following: US:N (Shapiro), US:Cn (Driscoll}, US:WOa,
US:AAc, US:PHf, US:BLI (Starr), US:BU (Grosvenor Library), US:NYcu
(Hunt), and the private collections of Lester S. Levy (Baltimore), Walter
N.H. Harding (late of Chicago), and Harry Dichter (Atlantic City). The
work of the National Sheet Music Association should also be cited.
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AMERIC~N VOCAL MUSI,C OF TH~ 1830s. Figure 230 (upper left): Bourne song sheet, New York
:~~830. FIgure. 231 (u~per Tlght)~ Hewitt glee collection, New York c.1834. Figure 232 (lourer left): Fiat
g sheet, Philadelp~la 1839. FIgure 233 (lower right): Meignen song sheet, Philadelphia 1836. The latter
two bear dated copynght statements.
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HELMUT KALLMANN
A. SUMMARIES: Helmut Kallmann , "The Publication of Music,"
1960, an article prepared for a symposium, unpublished.
B. DIRECTORIES: ML Kallmann has extensive personal research files.
In addition, old city and trade directories are useful, although there is no
bibliography listing or locating them. (The Canadian Music Publishers
Association's Directory lists currently active firms only.)
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c. IMPORTANT NAMES: Beginning after c.1845, the following men
and firrns, most of them primarily importers of instruments and sheet
music, also appear occasionally as publishers: A. & S. Nordheimer, in
Toronto; Robert Morgan, in Quebec; Henry Prince, A.J. Boucher, both in
Montreal; ].L. Orme & Son, in Ottawa; and Peter Grossman, in Hamilton.
Music was also issued occasionally by the Montreal book publishers John
Lovell and Eusèbe Senécal, as weIl as by the Toronto branch, formerly
named Lovell & Gibson.
AMERICAN SONG SHEETS OF THE 18405. Figure 234 (upper left): Boston 1842. Figure 235
(upper right): Boston c.1840. Figure 236 (lourer left): Philadelphia c.1845. Figure 237 (lourer right):
New York c.1843.
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D. PLATE NUMBERS: The Canadian Music Library Association has
prepared a data sheet project listing publications issued prior to 1921. Of
sorne six thousand items catalogued so far, perhaps two h undred have
plate numbers, which are indicated but not organized apart from the main
composer-alphabet sequence. The project is described in The Canadien
Composer, Il (October 1966).
E. CATALOGUES: Music publishing was at first largely an adjunct ta
music and instrument selling, and dealers would include other (non-
Canadian) publishers' music along with their own. Many pieces of sheet
music have thematic incipits of other publications or lists, usually num-
bered, of titles in series.
"·.... th.,'...I' ,.... et Po.laad ....' ...«Ia·dbytlt.,h.... ', Of tu
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F. COPYRIGHT: Although copyright was not authorized in Canada
until 1867, sorne earlier Canadian publications were entered in the United
States, principally in New York. At least one copyright is known to have
been entered before 1867 in the Provincial Legislature of Quebec; but if
there are other instances, they are probably very few.
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: The large st public collections of
Canadian printed music belong to C:On, comprising mostly copyright
deposits, and C:Tp, including several hundred items. The private collec-
tion of Helmut Kallmann, now being integrated into the holdings of C:On,
includes about eight hundred items. Smaller but also choice collections
are owned by Alan Suddon in Toronto and Lawrence Lande in Montreal.
The latter, described in a catalogue of the collection, has been presented
in part to C:Mm.
XVIII. 13razil
MERCEDES REIS PEQUENO
A. SUMMARIES: Mercedes Reis Pequeno, "Imprensa musical," in
Musica no Rio de Janeiro Imperial (catalogue of an exhibition at the
National Library; Rio de Janeiro 1962), pp. 66-81. Early music journals
are discussed in Luis Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo, "Peri6dicos musicais no
Brasil," in Resenha musical (a journal published in Araraquara, Sào Paulo,
July-September 1939), pp. 3-5; also in Barào do Ramiz Galvào,
Cataloyo da Exposiçao de Historia do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro 1881-3), a
general catalogue in which music journals are cited in the section on
"Periodicos." (A large part of the music published in early Brazil, it will
be seen, was issued in periodical series.)
c. IMPORTANT NAMES (aIl in Rio de Janeiro):
Charles H. Furcy, Pedro Plancher, and F .A. Chênet were active around
1820, but their work does not survive. The earliest extant music printed
in Brazil dates from c. 1833.
Pedro La forge , 1834-1869, managed an "estamparia de rnùsica" at rua
do Ouvidor 149, and printed several hundred editions, including
popular songs ("modinhas") as weIl as such series as the Delicias da
jovem pianista (1840), Recreaçâo da jovem fluminense (1840), Progres-
sa da jovem pianista (1842), Prazeres do baile (1843), Grinalda da
jovem pianista (1845), and Ramalhe te dos principiantes (1848). See
Figure 240.
j oâo Bartolomeu Klier, 1836-1855, puhlisher of the dance music col-
lection, Terpsichore Brazileira, and an important music dealer.
Victor Larée and Eduardo Laemmert, lithographers after c.1834.
Frederico Briggs, active 1840-1843 as a lithographer. 245
Jorge Matias Heaton & Eduardo Rensburg, lithographers, 1840-1853,
active at first at rua do Hospicio 103, later at Rua do Ouvidor 35, still
later at Misericordia 110, and eventually at rua da Ajuda 68, where they
issued the popular periodical, Ramalhete das damas. The series, which
included mostly operatic rather than native Brazilian music, lasted until
1850 and included around 130 pieees. See Figure 239.
J.J. Rego, a lithographer, who in 1842 issued four numbers of the
series, Philo-Harmonico, and promoted the music of native Brazilian
composers. See Figure 238.
Falleti & Cia., active beginning in 1846 at rua do Ouvidor 145, as
publishers of the series for piano, Flores melodiosas, and for Bute,
Orpheo Brazileiro.
Isidoro Bevilaequa, 1846-1940, originally a music teacher and later a
dealer, and at the end of the century one of the most important music
publishers in Brazil.
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Beijo a maCO que me cou dena
EARLY BRAZILIAN MUSIC PERIODICALS. Figure 238 (upper left): J.]. Rego lithograph, ] 842. Figure
239 (upper right): Title page of the 1840s. Figure 240 (lower left): Laforge music from 1837. Figure 241
(lower right): Filippone title page used after 1848.
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Filippone & Cia., 1847-c.1884, at rua dos Latoeiros 59, publishers of
o Brazil Musical, the most important of an the periodicals, as weIl as a
number of other series. See Figure 241.
D. PLATE NUMBERS: For Filippone, the following assignments, taken
mostly from 0 Brazil Musical, can be made:
L. IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS: BR:Rn has, in the Music Section, a
card catalogue listing the library's holdings of music printed in Brazil
during the imperial period (1822-1889).
E. CATALOGUES: Filippone & Ciao did use plate catalogues, but not
unti] 1850. There is an 1837 catalogue issued by Müller & Heinen, who
were music dealers and managers of a music lending library.
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INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE IN MUSICAL EDITIONS
Published music is generally intended for wide international circula-
tion, more so probably than is true of most published books. Depending
on the country involved and the extent of its music publishing industry, as
weIl as the tastes of her musicians, as much as 90 per cent. and probably
seldom less than 30 per cent. of the music sold within its boundaries
cornes from foreign publishers. There are several reasons for this. Musical
notation is the same in an countries, while the standardized terminology is
aImost universally Italian. Musicians, however, have typically been able ta
use several languages. Many of them have studied abroad and travelled
widely. Their reputations were established in various "capitols" of the
"music world," reinforced in others of these same cities, and then pro-
moted in the "provinces." Finally, music copyright was slow to be estab-
lished, so that publishers found it advantageous to promote their editions
abroad. As a result, published music has tended ta be circulated widely, in
particular from Leipzig but also from Berlin, Vienna, London, Paris, and
Milan. The use in the present book of "National Reports" will thus slight
the various kinds of international commerce, of which the following can
be distinguished:
A. International Copyright Protection. See the Synopsis, IV.A., also
the Example for IV.D.1.
NOTE: The best known major composers whose works were subject to simul-
taneous publication are probably Mendelssohn and Chopin. Surveying Maurice
J.E. Brown, Chopin: An Index of His Works (2nd ed., New York 1972), for
instance, we can observe that many works were issued in Leipzig by Breitkopf &
Hartel, in Paris by Schlesinger, and also in London by Wessel. Sometimes the
three editions appeared about the same time (as with nos. 64 or 118), sometimes
nearly so (as with nos. 102 or lOS, a month apart), but sometimes as much as
five m onths apart (as with no. 41). Furthermore, the priority among the publish-
ers will vary from work to work. See also Alan Tyson, The Authentic English
Editions of Beethoven (London 1963), passim., espeically Appendix II.
B. Foreign Branches of a Firm. Although most such branches date
from around or after 1860 (such as Schott in Antwerp), a few impor-
tant ones are of our period, mostly because of the emigrations of
younger sons. Hummel in Berlin, Artaria in Milan, and Schlesinger in
Paris are among the best examples of this. The international network
planned by André just after 1800 is one of several such schèmes dcvised
by early promoters of lithography.
C. Migration of Music Engravers and Publishers. Among literally
dozens of examples are the instances of Huberty moving from Paris to
Vienna, Hoffmeister from Vienna to Leipzig, Riley and Stodart Ïrom
London to New York, or Rieter-Biedermann from Winterthur to Leip-
zig.
D. Agents in Another Country. See the Synopsis, III.D.
E. Foreign Production. There are several kinds of relationships.
1. Commerce in Engraving Work. For instance, the first music pub-
lished by S~nnichsen in Copenhagen, a work by Claus Schall around
1784, was issued from plates which were engraved in London, ac-
cording to C. Thrane, Fra Hojviolonernes Tid (on the authority of
Dan Fog).
2. Commerce in Plates (Re-issue j. Hoboken has reported four in-
stances involving music of Haydn. Artaria plates for the "Russian"
quartets were sold to Napier in London, while those for the op.31
divertimento were sold by Artaria to Longman and Broderip. The
Hummel plates for several keyboard sonatas were sold also to Long-
man. Hummel, in turn, used Pleyel plates (with Pleyel's plate numbcr
305) for the op.46 quartets. See Anthony von Hoboken, "Probleme
der musikbibliographischen Terminologie," Fontes artis musicae, 5
(1958),12.
3. Commerce in Sheets. Three Haydn symphonies, nos. 79-81,
were issued by Artaria with opus nos. 38-40. Shcets from these
plates were sent to Leduc in Paris, who added his own title page but
retained the numbers 38-40. We can be reasonably sure that the
plates stayed in Vienna, since Artaria later issued the music with the
opus number now changed to 40, nos. 1-3. The music was also
re-issued later by Cappi and Mollo, using the op.40 designation. See
H.C. Robbins Landon, The Symphonies of Joseph Haydn (London
1955), p. 729.
F. Piracy. Very little is known about this evasive matter: see the
Synopsis, IV.D.3.c. 249
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In the course of handling hundreds of different copies, bibliographers come ta
develop what they usually regard as a "sixth sense" about dates and other imprint
information. They associate certain general appearances with periods and publishers;
and they learn when to become suspicious on no firmer grounds than th at a partieular
copy "looks" unusual. The study of bibliographical evidence (Synopsis, VI., espeeially
VI.E.) may he viewed as largely an attempt ta describe and to codify such matters,
since the critical factors involved almost always turn out to he quite specifie.
Most of the illustrations in this book were selected with the use of the Cornpiler 's
"bibliographical index" ta the music collections in the Newberry Library. It would be
important if one could claim that each of them was typical of its country, engraver,
and date, for various specified reasons. Unfortunately, one can seldom do this. The
output of most firms has never been arranged and examined as a whole, and thus those
critical details have rarelv been identified. The examples in this book represent, for
now, the Compiler's "best guesses." One hopes they will serve to encourage further
study,
The copies are identified, located, and reduced as follows:
Furthermore, it should be remembered that much detail is inevitably lost in
reproduction. The texture of early paper, the visual characteristies of early inks, and
the subtle effects which result when the two of them meet in the press, can never be
re-created in photographs. In addition, most of the illustrations in this book are greatly
reduced in size, as indicated in the list whieh follows (0.33 designating a eopy here
which is one third the size of the original). Full-size reproductions would naturally
have been very desirable, but since mûst of the pages shown here run to 300 X 250
cm. and larger, reductions seemed necessary.
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Figures
1. Haslinger music shop in Vienna: copy by Franz Weigl of a lost aquarelle of ] 835.
Vienna, Historisches Museum der Stadt Wien. Reduction 0.72 (?l tr irnrncd ). A color
facsimile may be seen in Siegfried Taubert, Bibliopola (Hamburg 1969), v.2., p. 33l.
2. Nicolas Edme Restif de la Bretonne, Les contemporaines, ou aventures des plus
jolies femmes de l'âge present. 2nd ed. (Lyon: Timothée ] oly , 1781 [i.e., Leipzig?
1782?]), in v.26, frontispiece ta "La Jolie-Marchande de Musique." Princeton Uni-
versity Library.
3. Joseph Haydn [i.e., Roman Hoffstetter], Quartets, op.ô (Paris: Bailleux {176?1).
London, Personal collection of Alan Tyson. 25]
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4. Giacomo Meyerbeer, Le Prophète, piano-vocal score (Paris: Brandus & Cie.,
[1848]), proof sheets with the composer's holograph corrections, page 15. Berkeley,
University of California Music Library , M 1503 M35 P7 1848 Case X. Reduction 0.64.
5. Letter from Ludwig van Beethoven to his publisher, 6 May 1811. Bonn, Beet-
hovenhaus, Sammlung H.C. Bodmer. Reduction 0.83.
6. Johann Baptist Cramer, Saxon Air with Variations, title page of the original
edition (London: Chappell [1811 J). British Museum, h.364.(33.). Reduction 0.39.
7. The same, later issue (London: Chappell [181-?]), title-page detail. British
Museum, H. 3691.v.(2.). Reduction 0.65.
8. The same, with paste-over Mitchell imprint, title-page detail. British Museum,
g.451.(3.). Reduction 0.65.
9. The sarne , later issue (London: Latour, [c.1827]), title-page detail. British
Museum, g.443.u.(13.). Reduction 0.65.
10. Same as Figure 5 above, detail of the first page of music. Reduction 0.38.
11. Same as Figure 8 above, detail of the first page of music. Reduction 0.38.
12. Ludwig van Beethoven, Christus am Oelberge, the original vocal score (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Har tel [1811]), title page. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Musiksammlung, 2° 380.
13. The same, later vocal score (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hàr tel [1821]), title page.
Lübeck, Bibliothek der Hansastadt Lübeck, Mus A 121 d.
14. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Die Zauberflô te, original piano score of the overture
(Vienna: Artaria [1791]), p. 4. Bloomington, Indiana, Lilly Library, uncatalogued
copy 1. Reduction 0.33.
15. The same, later state. Bloomington, Indiana, Lilly Library, uncatalogued copy 2.
Reduction 0.33.
16. The same, later state. Bloomington, Indiana, Lilly Library, M 3.3 .M93 Z3.
Reduction 0.33.
17. The same as Figure 14 above, p. 7.
18. The same as Figure 15 above, p. 7.
19. The same as Figure 16 ab ove, p. 7.
20. Encyclopèdie, ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts, et des métiers
(Paris 1751ff.), the supplementary volumes of Planches, Tome 7 (1767), in the
section on "Imprimerie en taille douce." Urbana, University of Illinois Library ,
xq034 EnI 1751.
21. Watermark copied by Jan LaRue from the copy of Six simphonies ... de
différents auteurs in Brussels, Conservatoire Royale de Musique. (RISM, B II, p. 383,
there dated [1759]). Original size.
22. Watermark found in Croydon Parish Records, and supplied to Jan LaRue.
Original size.
23. Watermark copied by Jan LaRue from the copy of Franz Beck symphonies in
the Offentliche Bibliothek der Universitàt Basel, Kr.IV.26. Original size.
24. Watermark copied by Jan LaRue from the manuscript of Joseph Weigl, Il amor
molinaro, in Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek (Cod. 19355). Original size.
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25. Watermark copied by Jan LaRue from the Lliso dl' musica (1778) in Barcclona,
Biblioteca Orfe ô Catala. Original size.
26. Watermark copied by Jan LaRue from the manuscript (Cod. 17907) of music by
Reinhard Keiser in Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek. Original size.
27. Broadside from Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepysian Library.
28. Thomas Rowlandson, "Coppet-Plate Printers at Work" (1785). Cf. Joseph
Grego, Rowlandson the Caricaturist (New York 1880), v.l, p. 167.
29. "The Printer ," in Edward Hazen, Panorama of the Professions (Philadelphia
1854), p. 180. Urbana, University of Illinois Library, 603 H338p.
30. "The Copperplate Printer ," ibid., p. ] 73.
31. "The Lithographer," ibid., p. 175.
32. [Alessandro Scarlatti, &c.], Songs in the Opera call'd Pyrrhus and Demetrius
(London: Walsh [1 709?]). Newberry Library , Case VM ] 505 S28p.
33. [Francesco Conti, &c.], Songs in the Opera call'd Clotilda (London: Walsh
[1709]). Newberry Library, Case VM 1505 S28p.
34. Songs in the Opera call'd Almahide (London: Walsh 117] 0]). Newberry
Library, Case VM 1505 S28p.
35. [Francesco Mancini], Songs in the Opera call'd Hydaspes (London: Walsh
[1710]). Newberry Library , Case VM 1505 S28p.
36. [Carlo Francesco Cesarini, &c.], Songs in the Opera call'd Love's Triumph
(London: Walsh [1708J). Newberry Library, Case VM 1505 S28p.
37. Encyclopèdie, ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts, et des métiers
(Paris 1751ff.), the supplementary volumes of Planches, Tome 5 (1767), in the
section on "Gravures en lettres, en géographie, et en musique." Urbana, University of
Illinois Library , xq034 Enl1751.
38. Details from Felice Giardini, VI soli a violino e basso, op.7 (London [1759 J).
Library of Congress. Original size.
39. Details from John Camidge, Six Easy Lessons (York: Thomas Harb y [1764]).
Library of Congress. Original size.
40. Details from Giuseppe Catanei, VI sonate a violino e basso ... , op.1 (London
[1765]). Library of Congress, Original size.
41. Details from Samuel Babb, Six Sonatas, op.1 (London: The Author [c.1770 1).
Library of Congress. Original size.
42. Details from Giovanni Mane Giornovichi, A Favorite Sonata (London: Longman
& Broderip [1792]). Library of Congress. Original size.
43. Details from Ogilvy, The Battle of Waterloo (Edinburgh: Muir & Wood
[1815?]). Library of Congress. Original size.
44. Alexander Lee, The Bavarian Girl's Song, "Buy a Broo m!" (London: Mayhew
[c.1825J). Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection.
45. Henry Purcell, A Choice Collection of Lessons for the Harpsichord or Spinnet:
"Third Edition." (London 1705). Newberry Library , Case -VMT 252 P 98c. Reduc-
tion 0.54.
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46. [Francesco Bartolomeo Conti], Sangs in the New Opera, call'd Clotilda (Lon-
don: Walsh [1709]). Newberry Library, VM 1505 S 28p. Reduction 0.5.
47. Georg Friedrich Handel, Strephon's Complaint of Love (London c.1730).
Newberry Library , Case VM 1619 C 69617. Reduction 0.49.
48. Alexander Maasmann, A Compleat Suite of Lessons for the Harpsicord
(London: walsh & Hare [c.1715]). Newberry Library , sVM 24 M 111s. Reduction
0.35.
49. Georg Friedrich Handel, Parthenope, An Opera (London: Walsh & Hare
[1730] ). Newberry Library , 6 A 364. Reduction 0.34.
50. Georg Friedrich Handel, Handel's Overtures [XI} Collection, LXIV (Deborah)
(London: Walsh [1730]). Newberry Library, 8 A 1113. Reduction 0.36.
51. Maurice Greene, Forty Select Anthems, Volume First (London: Walsh [1743]).
Newberry Library, 6 A 361. Reduction 0.35.
52. Georg Friedrich Handel, Julius Caesar, An Opera (London: Cluer [1724]).
Newberry Library, Case -VM 1500 H13g. Reduction 0.48.
53. Domenico Scarlatti, XLII Suites de pièces pour le clavecin (London: B. Cooke
[1739]). Newberry Library, Case VM 23 S28s 1739. Reduction 0.37.
54. William Felton, Six Concerto's for the Organ or Harpsichord, opera prima
(London: J. Johnson [1744?]). Newberry Library, sVM 1006 F 325c op.1. Re-
duction 0.35.
55. John Stanley, Ten Voluntaries, opera quinta (London: J. Johnson [1745]).
Newberry Library, 7Q 121. Reduction 0.35.
56. Charles Burney, VI Cornet Pie ces (London: Walsh [1751)). Newberry Library,
VM 9 B 965c. Reduction 0.36.
57. Thomas Augustine Arne, The Monthly Melody (London: G. Kearsly, 1760).
Newberry Library, VM 1619 A 748m. Reduction 0.36.
58. Charles Avison, Six Sonatas, opera prima (London: J. Johnson [c.1757]).
Newberry Library, 6A 365. Reduction 0.38.
59. Johann Stamitz, Six Grand Orchestra Trios, opera prima (London: Bremner
[1763]). Newberry Library, 8A 1032. Reduction 0.35.
60. Friedrich Schwindl, Six Sonatas, opera 5 th (London: Longman [1769]). New-
berry Library, 8A 1115. Reduction 0.35.
61. James Hook, A Favorite Collection of Songs, Sung . . . at Vaux-Hall Cardans
(London: S.A. & P. Thompson, 1788). Newberry Library, 8A 629. Reduction 0.37.
62. Johann August Just, Six Trios, op.XIII (London: J. Bland [c.1782]). Newberry
Library, 8A 63. Reduction 0.37.
63. Phaon & Myra: a Cantata (London: J. Bland [c.1785]). Newberry Library, sVM
1621 P 535. Reduction 0.36.
64. Thomas Augustine Arne, An Ode upon Dedicating a Building ta Shakespeare . . .
(London: J. ] ohnston [1769]). Newberry Library, 8A 814. Reduction 0.35.
65. Willoughby Bertie, 4th Earl of Abingdon, A Representation of the Execution of
Mary Queen of Sco t's (London: Monzani [1791]). Newberry Library, VM 1528
A149r. Reduction 0.36.
66. Giuseppe Millico, Six Songs (London: Birchall [c.1790]). Newberry Library,
VM 1621 M 654s. Reduction 0.29.
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67. Benjamin Cooke, Hark the Lark at Heao'n's Gate Sings ([ London] : Longman &
Broderip [c.1795]). Newberry Library , 8A 1119. Reduction 0.36.
68. Christian Ignatius Latrobe, Three Sonatas, op.III (London: J. Bland [c.1790 1).
Newberry Library, sVM 23 L 364s. Reduction 0.36.
69. The Death Song of the Cherokee Indians ([Londonl: W. Boag [179-?]). New
berry Library , sVM 1621 D 276. Reduction 0.35.
70. Louis von Esch, Le retour de Wandsworth (London: Broderip & Wilkinson
[180-]). Newberry Library , 8A 911. Reduction 0.36.
71. Samuel Webbe, Convito armonico (London: Chappell 11808]). Newberry
Library, VM 1738 W 369c. Reduction 0.36.
72. Louis Jansen, The Royal Brunswick Jubilee (London: Walker [] 814? 1). New-
berry Library, 8A 907. Reduction 0.36.
73. Domenico Cimarosa, Tieni un bacio ed un amplesso (London: Boosey & Co.
[18--]). Newberry Library, VM 1506 C 57d. Reduction 0.38.
74. Matthew Peter King, The Intercession, An Oratorio (London: The Auth or
[1817]). Newberry Library, 6A 440. Reduction 0.35.
75. Thomas A. Rawlings, The Eglantine; Pollacca and Italian Air (London: Royal
Harmonie Institution [182-]). Newberry Library, 8A 415. Reduction 0.36.
76. Albert, Prince Consort, "Gruss an den Bruder" (London: Lonsdalc 118401).
Newberry Library, 8A 1899. Reduction 0.36.
77. Daniel Steibelt, A Grand Sonata, for the Piano Forte, uiitl: ail Acco mp animent
for the Violin (London: Goulding, D'Almaine, Potter & Co. [182-? 1). Newberr y
Library, 8A 524. Reduction 0.35.
78. Vincenzo Bellini, Oh! Divina Agnese, Cavatina (London: Chappell 118361).
Newberry Library, 8A 1894. Reduction 0.36.
79. Samuel Sebastian Wesley, Anthems ... Vol. 1 (London: Addison & Hollier
[1853] ). Newberry Library, VM 2062 W 51a. Reduction 0.36.
80. Wilhelm Ganz, Qui vive! (London: Ashdown & Parry [186-? 1). Newbcrry
Library, 8A 1186. Reduction 0.36.
81. Henry Russell, Long Parted Have We Been ([London: Musical Bouquet Office,
1855?]). Newberry Library, sVM 1621 R 961,. Reduction 0.36.
82. Francesco Geminiani, Concerti grossi, opera seconda (Amsterdam: Le Cène
[c.1733]). Newberry Library, VM 1040 G 32c. Reduction 0.39.
83. Giovanni Martini, il Tedesco , Ouverture et Entreacte d'Henry IV (Amsterdam:
S. Markordt [c.1790]). The Hague, Gerneente Museum (Music) 25 B9b. Reduction
(est.) 0.35.
84. Johann Baptist Wendling, Six duettes à deux flutes traversieres, oeuvre
quatriems (Amsterdam: Hummel [1772]). Newberry Library, 8A 36. Reduction
0.37.
85. Luigi Borghi, Six sonates a violon & basse, oeuvre 1 (Amsterdam: Hummel
[c.1775]). Newberry Library, 8A 613. Reduction 0.37.
86. Ignace Pleyel, Six duos, op.54 (Rotterdam: Plattner, c.1830). The Hague,
Gemeente Museum (Music). Reduction (est.) 0.6.
87. Ludwig van Beethoven, Sonate pathétique, op.13. Édition revue . . . par Ch. H.
Czerny (La Haye: Weygand [c.1850?]). Newberry Library, 8A 1463. Reduction 0.37. 255
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88. P.A. Corri [i.e., Arthur Clifton ] , Divertimento alla Montanara (La Haye: Wey-
gand [18--]). Newberry Library, 8A 724. Reduction 0.38.
89. Johann Baptist Cramer, Les menus plaisirs (Brussels: Messemaeckers [18--]).
Newberry Library, 8A 653. Reduction 0.38.
90. Esprit Philippe Ch édeville , Ile recüeil de contredances (Paris: Chedéville
[173-?]). Newberry Library, -VM 145 C 51c2. Reduction 0.41.
91. Jean Philippe Rameau, Dardanus (Paris: L'auteur [1739]). Newberry Library,
VM 1500 R 17d. Reduction 0043.
92. François André Danican Philidor, Blaise le savetier (Paris: la Chévardiere
[1759]). Newberry Library, VM 1500 P 54b. Reduction 0042.
93. Esprit Philippe Chédeville, Cinquieme recueil de vaudevilles, menuets, contra-
danses, et autres airs (Paris: Boivin & Le Clerc [173-]). Newberry Library, 6A 354.
Reduction 0.38.
94. Jean Joseph Cassanea de Mondonville, Le carnaval du Parnasse (Paris: L'auteur
[1749]). Newberry Library, VM 1520 M 74c. Reduction 0041.
95. [Nicolas Médard Audinot ] , Le tonnelier (Paris: Le Clerc [1765?]). Newberry
Library, VM 1500 A 912t 1765. Reduction 0.38.
96. Johann Franz Xaver Sterkel, Sonate a 4 mains, oeuvre 15 (Paris: Boyer
[c.1787]). Newberry Library, 8A 1033. Reduction 0.38.
97. M. Grénier, Recueil des airs et duos des Deux tuteurs [by Dalayrac] (Paris:
L'auteur [178-]). Newberry Library, sVM 1508 D 13d. Reduction 0.38.
98. Daniel Steibelt, Romeo et Juliette (Paris: Boyer [1793]). Newberry Library,
VM 1500 S 81r. Reduction 004.
99. Giovanni Paisiello, Le bon maitre (Paris: Sieber [1 790?]). Newberry Library,
VM 1500 P 14bo. Reduction 004.
100. Ignaz Joseph Pleyel, Six nouvelles sonatines progressives, oeuvre 27 (Paris:
L'auteur [c.1797] ). Newberry Library, sVM 219 P 727s op.27. Reduction 0.38.
101. Johann Ladislaus Dussek, Trois sonates et trois préludes, oeuvre 31 (Paris: A.
Leduc [1805?]). Newberry Library, 8A 697. Reduction 0.38.
102. Louis Joseph Ferdinand Hérold, Choeur des chasseurs, oeuvre 35 (Paris: Janet
& Cotelle [c.1822]). Newberry Library, VM 3 H 56w. Reduction 0.37.
103. Anton Joseph Reicha, Douze fugues pour le piano (Paris: Imbault [180-]).
Newberry Library, 6A 293. Reduction 0.38.
104. Friedrich Heinrich Himme1, Trois sonates pour le piano forte, opera 16 (Paris:
Imbault [c.1808]). Newberry Library, sVM 312 H 658s op.16 1808. Reduction 0.38.
105. John Field, Trois rondeaux pour le piano forte (Paris: Pacini [181-]). New-
berry Library, 8A 726. Reduction 0.38.
106. Johann Baptist Cramer, Air saxon avec variations (Paris: Imbault [18--]).
Newberry Library, 8A 661. Reduction 0.41.
107. MI. Hus-Desforges, Air de Joseph variè, oeuv. 40 (Paris: Pacini [c.1822]).
Newberry Library, 8A 444. Reduction 0.38.
108. Jean-François Le Sueur, Trois Te Deum (Paris: Frey, 1829). Newberry Library,
6A 187. Reduction 004.
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109. Giacomo Meyerbeer, Robert le Diable (Paris: Schlesinger [183-]). Newbcrry
Library, 6A 273. Reduction 0.41.
110. Daniel François Esprit Auber, Le lac des fées (Paris: Trou penas [1839? 1).
Newberry Library, VM 1503 A 88La. Reduction 0.4.
111. Louis Hérold, La clochette (Paris: H. Lemoine [c.1855?]). Newbcrry Libr ary ,
5A 1374. Reduction 0.39.
112. Henri Herz, Fantaisie dramatique, op.89 (Paris: Schoncnberger 1J 831).
Newberry Library , 8A 1177. Reduction 0.384.
113. Otto Nicolai, Il templario (Paris: Schlesinger [1840?]). Newberry Library, VM
1503 N 63t. Reduction 0.34.
114. Théodore Labarre, Album 1842. (Paris: Troupcnas [18421). Ncwberry
Library, VM 1620 L 113a 1842. Reduction 0.42.
115. Alexander Ernst Fesca, 2e grand quatuor, op.28 (Paris: Richault [184? 1).
Newberry Library, VM 412 F 41q2. Reduction 0.38.
116. Daniel François Esprit Auber, Haydée, ou Le secret (Paris: Trou penas
[1850?]). Newberry Library, VM 1503 A 88h. Reduction 0.42.
117. Giacomo Meyerbeer, Marguerita d'Anjou (Paris: Brandus 1c.1850 1). Ncwbcrry
Library, VM 1503 M 61m. Reduction 004.
118. Antonin Guillot, Album (Paris: Richault [1850]). Ncwbcrry Library , VM
1620 G 96a. Reduction 0.39.
119. Jean Michel Pfeiffer, La bambina al cembalo 2. cd. (Venice: Zatta fc.179(1).
Newberry Library, 7Q 131. Reduction 0.42.
120. Pasquale Cafaro, Stabat Mater (Naples 1785). Newbcrry Library , VM 2021 C
1295. Reduction 0.42.
121. Adolf von Henselt, 12 études caractéristiques de concert, op.2 (Naples: Girard
[18-- J). Newberry Library, VMT 241 H 52c. Reduction 0.36.
122. Giovanni Pacini, Ivanhoe (Milan: Ricordi [1832J). Ncwbcrry Library , VM
1503 P IIi. Reduction 0.34.
123. Carlo Pedrotti, Tutti in maschera (Milan: G. Rieordi 1]856? 1). Newberry
Library, 7Q 69. Reduction 0.34.
124. Giuseppe Mercadante, Leonora (Milan: Lucca [1844? 1). Newberry Library,
VM 1503 M 55L. Reduction 0.35.
125. Bonifazio Asioli, Trattato di armonia (Milan: Ricordi [] 813]). Newbcrry
Library, fV 54 .053. Reduction 0.31.
126. Bonifazio Asioli, Trattato di armonia (Milan: Ricordi [1836? 1). Newbcrry
Library , fV .054. Reduction 0.31.
127. Friedrich Kunzen, Das Halleluja der Schopfung (Zurich: Nàgeli, [1800]). New-
berry Library, VM 2000 K 97h. Reduction 0.35.
128. Johann Sebastian Bach, Das wohltemperirte Clavier (Zurich: Nàgeli [1801]).
Newberry Library, Case VMT 247 B Ilw 1801a. Reduction 0.34.
129. Vaclav Tornasek , Sonate & rondeau pour le piano forte (Zurich: Nàgel i
[180-]). Newberry Library, 8A 952. Reduction 0.34.
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130. Heinrich Marschner, Fünf gesdnge für drei weibliche stimmen, op.188 (Winter-
thur: Rieter-Biedermann [c.1860]). Newberry Library, VM 1551 M 36f. Reduction
0.34.
131. Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg, Hagars Klage in der Wüste Bersaba (Leipzig: Breit-
kopf & Hàrtel [c.1810]). Newberry Library, sVM 1621 Z 95h. Reduction 0.33.
132. Giuseppe Sarti, Lob sey dem allerhochsten Gott! (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hârtel
[1813]). Newberry Library, 7Q 51. Reduction 0.33.
133. Michael Haydn, Tenebrae (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel [1826]). Newberry
Library, sVM 2078 .G5 H 416t. Reduction 0.33.
134. John Field, Quatrième concerto pour le pianoforte (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Hartel [1816?]). Newberry Library, VM 1011 F 45c4. Reduction 0.36.
135. Robert Schumann, Carnaval, oeuv. 9 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hàrrel [1837]).
Newberry Library, 8A 1189. Reduction 0.35.
136. Niels Gade, Sonate für pianoforte und violine, op.21 (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Hàrtel [1850]). Newberry Library, sVM 219 G 12s2. Reduction 0.35.
137. Anton Leoni Kuhn, Trois sonates, oeuvre II. (Mannheim: Gotz [c.1785]).
Newberry Library, 6A 342. Reduction 0.35.
138. [Benedict Schack], Der dumme Cdrtner, fürs Clavier gesetzt von c.G. Neefe
(Bonn: Simrock [1 794?] ). Newberry Library , VM 1503 S 29a. Reduction 0.36.
139. Carl Czerny, Rondeau brillant sur des walses favorites de [os. Lanner,op.491
(Bonn: Simrock [1839?]). Newberry Library, 8A 1353. Reduction 0.36.
140. Walter von Goethe, Slavische Bilder, op.22, 2tes Heft. (Bonn: Simrock
[1851]). Newberry Library, 8A 741. Reduction 0.36.
141. Johann Ladislaus Dussek, Six sonates, oeuvre 28 (Bonn: Simrock (1803?]).
Newberry Library, 8A 695. Reduction 0.39.
142. John Field, Rondeau pour le piano forte . . . No. III (Bonn: Simrock [1818?]).
Newberry Library, 8A 417. Reduction 0.39.
143. Ludwig van Beethoven, Sonates pour le piano . . . Édition revue . . . par Ch.
Czerny (Bonn: Simrock [185-]). Newberry Library, 8A 1459. Reduction 0.39.
144. Johann Baptist Wanhal, Six sonates, oeuvre l (Offenbach: André [1784?]).
Newberry Library, sVM 23 W 24s. Reduction 0.36.
145. Daniel Steibelt, Combat naval, oeuvre 36. "Seconde Ed." (Offenbach: André
[1807?]). Newberry Library, 8A 1180. Reduction 0.36.
146. John Field, Rondeau du 2me Concert (Offenbach: André [1820]). Newberry
Library, 8A 397. Reduction 0.35.
147. Hans von Aufsess, Fünf Walzer, op.4 (Munich: FaIter [18--7]). Newberry
Library, 8A 409. Reduction 0.36.
148. Wilhelm Speyer, Die Stille, 46tes Werk (Mainz: Schott [1843?]). Newberry
Library, 8A 530. Reduction 0.36.
149. Franz Liszt, Années de pèlerinage, 1. année (Mainz: Schott [1855]). Newberry
Library, 6A 461. Reduction 0.36.
150. Johann Sebastian Bach, Exercises pour le clavecin (Vienna: Hoffmeister;
Leipzig: Bureau de musique [1801]). Newberry Library , sVM 24 B 11p no.1 1801.
Reduction 0.36.
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151. August Mühling, Sechs Lieder (Leipzig: Kühnel [1806? J). Newberry Library,
8A 1031. Reduction 0.36.
152. [Franz] Xaver Krebs, Die Bùrgschaft (Leipzig: Peters [1818?]). Newberry
Library, VM 1624 K 92b. Reduction 0.36.
153. August Bergt, Oratorium, Christus durch Leiden verherrlicht, X. Werk (Leip-
zig: Hofmeister [181-]). Newberry Library, 6A 426. Reduction 0.36.
154. August Schâffer, Zwei Lieder für eine Singstimme, op.66 (Leipzig: Kistner
[1857]). Newberry Library, 8A 1082. Reduction 0.36.
155. Johannes Wenzeslaus Kal1iwoda, Sechs Lieder, op.112 (Leipzig: Peters
[1842?]). Newberry Library, 8A 765. Reduction 0.36.
156. Joachim Raff, Trovatore et Traviata; 2 paraphrases de salon, op. 70. (Leipzig:
Peters [1857]). Newberry Library, sVM 34 R 1361. Reduction 0.36.
157. Antonio Bianchi, Douze chansons italiennes (Hamburg: Bohrne [17981). New-
berry Library, VM 1621 B 577c. Reduction 0.36.
158. Ludwig van Beethoven, Der Wachtelschlag (Hamburg: Cranz [c.1832 J). New-
berry Library, 8A 481. Reduction 0.36.
159. Adolphe Adam, Potpourri pour le piano à quatre mains, oeuv. 60 (Hamburg:
Cranz [185-]). Newberry Library, sVM 212 A 193p. Reduction 0.36.
160. Ferdinand Carl Fuchs, Das blinde Mddchen, op.29 (Berlin: Bote & Bock
[1844?] ). Newberry Library, 8A 928. Reduction 0.36.
161. Ferdinand Hiller, Gesang der Geister über den Wassen1 (Berlin: Trautwein
[c.1850]). Newberry Library, VM 1533 H 65g. Reduction 0.37.
162. Henri Vieuxtemps, Souvenir d'Amérique; Yankee Doodle, variations bur-
lesques (Hamburg, New York: Schuberth [1843]). Newberry Library, sVM 221 V
67y 1843. Reduction 0.36.
163. Alexander Fesca, Drei Lieder in Musik, ... 39, Werk (Braunschweig: Meyer
[18--]). Newberry Library, 8A 461. Reduction 0.36.
164. Karl Maria von Weber, Sept variations pour le piano-forte (Berlin: Schlesinger
[1814?]). Newberry Library , 8A 602. Reduction 0.44.
165. Johann Sebastian Bach, Grosse Passionsmusik naclt dem Evangelium Matthaei
(Berlin: Schlesinger 1830). Newberry Library, 7Q 58. Reduction 0.45.
166. Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, Fuga sopra il thema Do, re, mi, fa, sol, la
fop.5J (Vienna: Artaria [1789]). Newberry Library, 8A 639. Reduction 0.35.
167. Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, Sei fughe per l'organe 0 clavicembalo, opera 8
(Vienna: Artaria [1799]). Newberry Library, sVM 10 A 341f op.8. Reduction 0.35.
168. Thomas Nawratill, Polonaise mélancolique . . . no. 1 (Vienna: Artaria r18141).
Newberry Library, 8A 300. Reduction 0.36.
169. Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, VI Fugue colle cadenza per l'organo, op.7
(Vienna: Mollo [1806]). Newberry Library, 8A 433. Reduction 0.35.
170. Ignaz Wenzel Raffael, VI Variazioni (Vienna: Mollo [1801?]). Newberry Li-
brary, sVM 27 R136v. Reduction 0.35.
171. Carl Czerny, Trois polonaises sentimentales, op.150 (Vienna: Artaria r1828 J ).
Newberry Library , 8A 1252. Reduction 0.35.
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172. Franz Lachner, Grosse Sonate für das Pianoforte zu 4 Hdnden, 20tes Werk
(Vienna: Leidesdorf [1827]). Newberry Library, 8A 585. Reduction 0.35.
173. Ludwig van Beethoven, Rondino, componirt für achtstimmige Harmonie
(Vienna: Diabelli [1829?]). Newberry Library, 8A 1451. Reduction 0.35.
174. Johann Peter Pixis, Grand caprice pour le piano-forte, oeuvre 26 (Vienna:
Cappi & Czerny [1827?]). Newberry Library, 8A 1050. Reduction 0.35.
175. Joseph Gelinek, Sonate pour le pianoforte, op.24 (Vienna: Bureau d'Arts et
d'Industrie [1802]). Newberry Library, 8A 734. Reduction 0.35.
176. Simon Sechter, Bagatellen für das Pianoforte (Vienna: Witzendorf [185-J).
Newberry Library, sVM 25 S 444b. Reduction 0.35.
177. Franz Schubert, Premier grand trio, oeuvre 99 (Vienna: Diabelli [1836] ). New-
berry Library, VM 312 S 38 trI. Reduction 0.36.
178. Franz Schubert, Fantaisie pour piano et violon, oeuvre 159 (Vienna: Diabelli
[1850]). Newberry Library, sVM 221 S 38f. Reduction 0.35.
179. Carl Czerny, Trois polonaises sentimentales, op.150 (Vienna: Artaria [1828]).
Newberry Library, 8A 1252. Reduction 0.35.
180. Tobias Haslinger, Die Schlacht bey Paris, op.22 (Vienna: Haslinger [1815?]).
Newberry Library, 8A 748. Reduction 0.36.
181. Carl Czerny, 2 grandes fantaisies, oeuvre 689 (Vienna: Haslinger [1842]).
Newberry Library, 8A 1396. Reduction 0.36.
182. Eduard Moser, Eine schottische Polka (Vienna: Haslinger [1859]). Newberry
Library, 8A 509. Reduction 0.36.
183. Vàclav Tornasek, Gedichte von Goethe, 61 tes. Werk, 9tes. Heft (Prague: Berra
[1815]). Newberry Library, 8A 955. Reduction 0.36.
184. Vaclav Tomasek , Tre ditirambi, op.65 (Prague: Berra [1818]). Newberry
Library, 8A 956. Reduction 0.36.
185. Robert Führer, Fugen und Praeludien (Prague: Berra, Enders, & Haas, 1832).
Newberry Library, 7Q 56. Reduction 0.36.
186. Jan Adalbert Stika, XII allemandes avec coda (Prague: Schodl [1810]). New-
berry Library, 8A 833. Reduction 0.36.
187. Friedrich Dionys Weber, XII allemandes et coda (Prague: Pluth [181-?]).
Newberry Library, 8A 835. Reduction 0.36.
188. Friedrich Dionys Weber, Divertissement pour la voix et piano-forte (Prague:
Haas [18--]). Newberry Library, 8A 964. Reduction 0.36.
189. Johannes Wenzeslaus Kalliwoda, Husarenlied von N. Lenau (Prague: Hoffmann
[184-?]). Newberry Library, 8A 764. Reduction 0.36.
190. Karil J aromÎr Erven, Nâpévy pfsn{ nàrodnich v cechâch (Prague: Hoffmann
[1850?]). Newberry Library, VM 1704 E 65n. Reduction 0.37.
191. Wenzel Heinrich Veit, Les adieux, oeuv. 26 (Prague: Hoffmann [184-?]).
Newberry Library, sVM 233 V 42a. Reduction 0.36.
192. Josef Krejcl, "Domine Deus"; Offertorium, op.13 (Prague: Hoffmann [1860]).
Newberry Library, 8A 360. Reduction 0.36.
193. Ferencz Herdy, Honvédek harczemléke (Pest: Tâborszky és Parsch [186-?]).
Newberry Library, 8A 853. Reduction 0.36.
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194. Janos Spech, Hat magyar dal, [op.30} (Pest: Miller [182-]). Newberry
Library, 8A 220. Reduction 0.36.
195. Janos Kirch, A' marko tànosno (Pesten: Rôzsavôlgyi és Tarsa, 1185-~?1). New-
berry Library, 8A 852. Reduction 0.36.
196. Ignacz Frank, Apam llotaja (Pesten: Rozsavolgyi és Tarsa ] 863). Ncwbcrry
Library, 8A 857. Reduction 0.36.
197. Wybor pieknycl: dziel muzycznych y piesni polskich, No.1 (Warsaw: 1Sz ty-
charnia nut Elsnera ] , ] 803). Warsaw, Biblioteka Narodowa, mf. 13058.
198. Jozef Cybulski, Trois polonaises pour le clavecin ou piano-forte (Warsaw: The
Author [1805/6]). Warsaw: Biblioteka Narodowa, mf. 27657.
199. Karol Kurpiriski, Zasady muzyki na klawikord (Warsaw: A. Brzeziny i Komp.
1829). Warsaw: Biblioteka Narodowa, mf. 16226.
200. Terpsychora czyli zbiôr naynowszych i naybarodziey ulubionych w Tou/ar-
zystwach Warsazwskich rozmaitych tancc5w na pianoforte, No.8 (Warsaw: Le tronne ,
1821). Warsaw: Biblioteka Narodowa, Mus.II.20865.
201. Antoni Teichrnann, Wenecya, Barkarola do spiewu z towarzyszeniem [ortc-
pianu (Warsaw: G. Sennewald 1c.I 845]). Warsaw: Bibliotcka Nar odowa,
Mus.II.2085 7.
202. Maxymilian Einert, La Mode; Cinq contredanses pour le piano-forte (Warsaw:
G. Sennewald [c.1845]). Warsaw: Biblioteka Narodowa, Mus.IL17825.
203. Karol Kurpinski, Wyklad systematyczny zasad muzyki na klawikord (Warsaw:
F. Klukowski [1818]). Warsaw: Biblioteka Narodowa, mf. 3] 942.
204. Antoni Léskiewicz, Polonaise pour le piano-forte (Warsaw: Magnus 1c.J 829 J ).
Warsaw: Biblioteka Narodowa, B.J.576.III.Mus.
205. Josef Achtel, Z szczerego serca (Warsaw: Spiess [c.I 845 J ). Warsaw: Bibliotcka
Narodowa, Mus.II.17866.
206. C. Schall, Musiken til Balletten Sigrid ([ Copenhagen 180-]). Newberry
Library, 7Q 254. Reduction 0.36.
207. C.E.F. Weyse, XXIV eccossaises pour le pianoforte (Copenhagen: Lose
[1823]). Newberry Library, 8A 1551. Reduction 0.36.
208. C.E.F. Weyse, Huit études pour le piano forte, oeuvre 51 (Copenhagcn: Lose
[1831]). Newberry Library, 8A 1552. Reduction 0.36.
209. J.A.P. Schulz, Maria og Johannes; Et Passions-Dratorium (Copenhagcn: Scfm-
nichsen, 1789). Newberry Library, 7Q 261. Reduction 0.37.
210. Joseph Haydn, Sinfonie af Haydn ldmpad for claver af Palm (l n.p.] 179]).
Newberry Library, sVM 35 H 41s62. Reduction 004.
211. Johann Berwald, Danse suédoise (Stockholm: Müller [182-]). Newberry
Library, 8A 1550. Reduction 004.
212. Adolf von Henselt, Ballade pour le piano, op.31 (St. Pêtersbourg: Stellowsky
[185-?]). Newberry Library, 8A 739. Reduction 0.39.
213. L. Petrov, Pogadai-ka mnie starushka; Air bohémien-russe, op.131 (St. Peters-
bourg: Krug [186-?]). Newberry Library, 8A 965. Reduction 0.39.
214. How Cheerful Along the Gay Mead. (Philadelphia: Carr [179-1). Newberry
Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36. 261
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221. George Nicks, Oh My Darling Little Mary (New ~i ork: Paff [c.1807]). New-
berry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
237 222. Gilfert's Favorite Serenading Waltz No.2 (Charleston: Gilfert [c.1816]). New-
berry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
223. James VI of Scotland, a Mary Turn Away, That Bonnie E'e o'Thine (Balti-
more: Cole [1824] ). Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
224. [C.M. Sola], Far, Far, O'er Hill and Dell (New York: Bourne [c.1830]). New-
berry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
225. a Let Me In This Ae Night (Philadelphia: Blake [c.1830]). Newberry Library,
Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
239 226. John Whitaker, Oh! Say Not Woman's Heart Is Bought (Boston: Graupner
[1822?]). Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
227. John Whitaker, Oh! Say Not Woman's Heart Is Bought (New York: Riley
[c.1822]). Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.37.
228. John Whitaker, Oh.' Say Not Woman's Heart Is Bought (Boston: Wood
[1822?]). Newberry Library, Driscol1 Collection. Reduction 0.36.
229. John Whitaker, Oh! Say Not Woman's Heart Is Bought (New York: Geib
[1820?] ). Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
241 230. Lowell Mason, From Greenland's Icy Mountains (New York: Bourne
[c.1830]). Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
231. Six Original Glees (New York: Hewitt, 1834). Newberry Library, 6A 456.
Reduction 0.37.
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215. Raynor Taylor, A Sonata for the Piano Forte (Philadelphia: Carr [1797]).
Newberry Library, 8A 1116. Reduction 0.36.
216. R. de Chateaudun, Adieu, Sweet Girl (Philadelphia: Willig [c.1799]). New-
berry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
217. Alone Beside a Stream (Boston: Von Hagen [c.1799]). Newberry Library,
Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
218. Joseph Haydn, Favorite Easy Sonata (New York: Erben [1801?]). Newberry
Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
219. John Braham, The Beautiful Maid (New York: Hewitt [1799]). Newberry
Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
220. Folly of the Spaniards. (New York: J. & M. Paff [c.1801]). Newberry Library,
Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
Pages
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Figures
237. Michael W. Balfe, The Fair Land of Poland (New York: Firth & Hall
[c.1843]). Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
238. Periodico Musical; compozicoes mo dernas e brillantes (Rio de Janeiro: J.J.
Rego 1842). Rio de Janeiro, Biblioteca nacional, DG.I.9/11. Reduction 0.32.
239. Ramalhete des Damas, Anno V. (Rio de Janeiro: Heaton & Rensburg [l 84-1).
Rio de Janeiro, Biblioteca nacional, DG.L1S. Reduction 0.28
240. Jose Mauricio Nunes Garcia, Beijo a mao que me condona; Modinha (Rio de
Janeiro: Laforge 1837). Rio de Janeiro, Biblioteca nacional, L.I.33(11.). Reduction
004.
241. a Brasil Musical; Periodico (Rio de Janeiro: Filippone 1c.1860?]). Rio de
Janeiro, Biblioteca nacional, B.M. Reduction 0.29.
242. Thomas Baker, The Sparkling Polka (New York: Horace Waters [1855]).
Personal collection of the Compiler. Original size.
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232. Flirtation; Answer to Fanny Grey (Philadelphia: Fiot [1839]). Newberry
Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
233. W.M. Herbert, Farewell! By Thee Forsaken (Philadelphia: Meignen [1836]).
Newberry Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
242 234. A. Friedheim, The Fairy Water Sprite (Boston: McClennen [1842]). Newberry
Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.28.
235. T. Rickard, The Family Bible (Boston: Ditson [c.1840]). Newberry Library,
Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
236. Samuel Lover, The Fairy Boy (Philadelphia: Willig [c.1845]). Newberry
Library, Driscoll Collection. Reduction 0.36.
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Abel, Symphonies, op. 10, 74
Abingdon, Mary Queen of Scots, Figure 65
Achtel, Z szczerego serca, Figure 205
Adam, Potpourri, op. 60, Figure 159
Albert, Prince, Gruss an den Bruder, Figure
76
Albrechtsberger, Fuga, op.5, Figure 166
-, Fugue, op.7, Figure 169
-, Fughe, op.8, Figure 167
Almahide, Figure 34
Alone Beside a Stream, Figure 21 7
Apollo 's Feast, 99
Arne, Monthly Melody, Figure 57
-, Shakespeare Ode, Figure 64
Asioli, Trattato di armonia, Figures 125, 126
Auber, Hay dée, Figure 116
-, Le lac des fées, Figure 110
Audinot, Le tonnelier, Figure 95
Aufsess, Walzer, op.4, Figure 147
Avison, Sonatas, op. 1, Figure 58
Babb, Sonatas, op. J, Figure 41
Bach, Exercises, Figure 150
-, Mass, 173
-, Matthduspassion, Figure 165
-, Das wohltemperirte Clavier, Figure 128
Baker, Sparkling Polka, Figure 242
BaIfe, Fair Land of Po land, Figure 237
The Battle of the Wabash, 36
Beethoven, Arietten, op.82, 38
-, Christus am Oelberge, Figures 12, 13
-, Fantasie, op.80, 45
-, Fidelio, 43
-, Piano sonata, op. 7,103
-, -, op.13, Figure 87
-, -, op.26, 44
-, -, op.27, no. 1, 59, Figure 143
-, -, op.l 09, 59,62
-, Piano trios, op. 70, 38, 108
-, Rondino, Figure 173
-, Symphony no. 3, 26
-, Symphony no. 5, 26, 34
-, Violin sonatas, op.23-4, 83
-, Der Wachtelschlag, Figure 158.
Bellini, Oh! Divina Agnese, Figure 78
Bergt, Christus duren Leiden verherrlicht ,
Figure 153
Berlioz, La damnation de Faust, 59
-, La fuite en Egypte, 59
-, Les nuits d'été, 58
-, Symphonie fantastique, 62
Berwald, Danse suédoise, Figure 2] ]
Bianchi, Chansons italiennes, Figure] 57
Bizet, Carmen, 59
Bond, Seven Sangs, 94
Borghi, Sonates, op.1, Figure 85
Braharn , The Beautiful Maid, 219
Brahms, Ein deutsches Requiem, 92
-, Hungarian Dances, 67
Brigg, Here's a Health, 108
Burney, Cornet Pieces, Figure 56
Cafaro, Stabat Mater, Figure 120
Cambini, Trios, op.5, 59
Camidge , Lesso ns, Figure 39
Catanei, Sonate, op.1, Figure 40
Cesarini, Love's Triumph, Figure 36
Chateaudun, Adieu, Sweet Girl, Figure 216
Chédeville, 2. recueil, Figure 90
-,5. recueil, Figure 93
Cherubini, Chant sur la mort de Joseph
Haydn, 105
-, Lodoiska, 43
A Choice Collection of Aires, 83
Chopin, various works, 249
-, Grand Polonaise, op.22, 67
Cimarosa, Tieni un bacio, Figure 73
Clementi, Sonata, op.41, 104
Clérambault, Pièces de clavecin, 45
CHfton, Divertimento, Figure 88
Conti, Clotilda, Figures 33, 46
Cooke, Hark the Lark, Figure 67
Cosimi, Sonate de camera, op.1, 38
Cramer, Air Saxon, Figures 6-11, 106
-, Les menus plaisirs, Figure 89
Cybulski, Polonaises, Figure 198 265
266
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Czerny, Fantaisies, op.689, Figure 181
-, Polonaises, op.t50, Figure 171
-, Rondeau brillant, op.491, Figure 139
Death Song of the Cherokee Indians, Figure
69
Donizetti, La Favorita, 70
Dussek, Sonates, op.28, Figure 141
-, Sonates & préludes, op.31, Figure 101
Einert, La mode, Figure 202
Erven, Nàpêvny plsnl, Figure 190
Esch, Le retour de Wandsworth, Figure 70
Felton, Concertos, op. L, Figure 54
A. Fesca, Lieder, op.39, Figure 163
-, Quartet, op.28, Figure 115
Field, Piano concertos, 61
-, Piano concerto no. 4, Figure 134
-, Rondeau, Figures 105,142,146
-, Sonatas, op. 1, 35
Flirtation, Figure 232
Folly of the Spaniards, Figure 220
Frank, Apam notaja, Figure 196
Friedheim, Fairy Water Sprite, Figure 234
Fuchs, Das blinde Madchen, Figure 160
Führer, Fugen und Prdludien, Figure 185
Gade, Sonate, op.21, Figure 136
Ganz, Qui vive! Figure 80
Gelinek, Sonate, op.24, Figure 175
Geminiani, Concerti grossi, op.2, Figure 82
Giardini, Soli, op. 1, Figure 38
Gilfert, Serenading Waltz, Figure 222
Giornovichi, Quartets, 92
-, Sonata, Figure 42
Gluck, Alcestis, 43
W. Goethe, Slavische Bilder, Figure 140
Gounod, Faust, 44
Greene, Select Anthems, Figure 51
Grénier, Les deux tuteurs, Figure 97
Grétry, Les deux avares, 43
Grieg, Klaver-Stykker, op. 1, 38
-, Lieder, op.2, 38
Guenin, Duos, op.3, 66
Guillot, Album, Figure 118
Gyrowetz, various works, 59
Handel, various works, 99
-, Judas Maccabaeus, 92
-, Julius Caesar, 52
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-, -, op.33, 46, 249
-, Die Schôpfwng, 108
-, Sonata, Figure 218
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-, Tenebrae, Figure 133
Heise, Digte fra Middelalderen, 84
Henselt, Études, op.2, Figure 121
-, Ballade, op.31, Figure 212
Herbert, Farewell! By Thee Forsaken, Figure
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Herdy, Honvédek harczemléke, Figure 183
Hérold, Choeur des chasseurs, Figure 102
-; La clochette, Figure 111
Herz, Fantaisie dramatique, op.89, Figure 112
Hewitt, Six Original Glees, Figure 231
Hiller, Gesang der Ceister, Figure 161
Himrnel, Sonates, op.16, Figure 104
Hoffstetter, Quartets, 26, Figure 4
Hook, Vaux-Hall Songs, Figure 61
How Cheerjul Along the Gay Mead, Figure
214
Hus-Desforges, Air de Joseph, op. 40, Figure
107
James VI, a Turn Away, Figure 223
j ansen, Royal Brunswick Jubilee, Figure 72
Just, Trios, op.13, Figure 62
Kalliwoda, Husarenlied, Figure 189
-, Lieder, op.112, Figure 155
King, The Intercession, Figure 74
Kirch, A' markot ànosnô, Figure 195
Kraus, Divertissement brillant, op. 13, Figure
179
Krebs, Die Bürgschaft, Figure 152
Krejèi, Domine Deus, op. 13, Figure 192
Kreutzer, Lodoiska, 38
Kuhn, Sonates, op.2, Figure 137
Kunzen , Das Halleluja der Schopfung, Figure
127
Kurpinsk i, Wykiad, Figure 203
-, Zasady muzyki, Figure 199
Labarre, Album, Figure 114
Lachner, Sonate, op. 20, Figure 172
Latrobe, Sonatas, op.3, Figure 68
Lee, Buy a Broo rnl Figure 44
Léskiewiez, Polonaise, Figure 204
LeSueur , Te Deum, Figure 108
Liszt, Années de pèlerinage, Figure 149
Lover, Fairy Boy, Figure 236
Lully, Roland, 43
Maasmann, Lessons, Figure 48
Mancini, Hydaspes, Figure 35
Marschner, Gesdnge, op.1B8, Figure 130
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Martini, Henry IV, Figure 83
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Mendelssohn, Cello sonatas, 26
Mercadante , Leonora, Figure 124
Meyerbeer, Marguerita d'Anjou, Figure 117
-, Le Prophète, Figure 4
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Millico, Songs, Figure 66
Mondonville, Le carnaval du Parnasse, Figure
94
Monsigny, Le cadi dupé, 73
Moore, Irish Melodies, 35
Moser, Eine schottische Polka, Figure 182
Mozart, Don Giovanni, 46
-, Eine kleine Nachtmusik, 59
-, Le nozze di Figaro, 108
-, Quartets, 66
-, Piano sonatas, K. 330-2, 26, 44
-, Sonates pour le clavecin, K. 6-7, 31
-, Die Zau berflô te, 39,43, Figures 14-19
Mühling, Lieder, Figure 151
Nawratill, Polonaise mélancolique, Figure 168
Nicks, Oh! My Darling Little Mary, Figure
221
Nicolai, Il Templario, Figure 113
Nielsen, Strofiske Sange, op.21, 104
Nunes Garcia, Beijo a mao, Figure 240
a Brasil Musical, Figure 241
a Let Me In This Ae Night, Figure 225
Ogilvy , Battle of Waterloo, Figure 43
Pacini,Ivanhoe, Figure 122
Paisiello, Le bon maitre, Figure 99
Pedrotti, Tutti in maschere, Figure 123
Perez, Ezio, 44
Periodico Musical, Figure 238
Petrov, Pogadai-ka mnie starushka, op.131,
Figure 213
Pfeiffer, La bambina al cembalo, Figure 119
Phaon & Myra, Figure 63
Philidor, Blaise le Savetier, Figure 92
Piccinni, Atys, 42
Pixis, Grand caprice, op.26, Figure 174
Pleyel, Duos, op.54, Figure 86
-, Sonatines, op.27, Figure 100
Purcell, Lessons, Figure 45
Raff, Paraphrases, op. 70, Figure 156
Raffael, Variazioni, Figure 170
Ramalhete des Damas, Figure 239
Rameau, Dardanus, Figure 91
Rawlings, The Eglantine, Figure 75
Reicha, Fugues, Figure 103
Rickard, Family Bible, Figure 235
Rossini, Ermione, 103
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Russell, Long Parted Have Wc Beell. Figure 81
Sarti, Lob sey dem allerhôchsten Gott, Figure
132
A. Scarlatti, Pyrrhus & Demetrius, Figure 32
D. Scarlatti, Suites, Figure 53
Schack, Der dumrne Gdrtner, Figure 138
Schâfer, Lieder, op.66. Figure 154
Schall, Sigrid, Figure 206
Schubert, Fantaisie, op.159, Figure 178
-, Piano sonata, A minor, op.posth., 104
-, Trio, op.99, Figure 177
Schulz, Maria og Johannes, Figure 209
Schumann, Album für die [ugend, 26, 70
-, Carnaval, Figure 135
-, Kinderszenen, 59
Schwindl, Sonatas, op.5, Figure 60
Sechter, Bagatellen, Figure] 76
Sola, Far, Far, O'er Hill and Dell, Figure 224
Spech, Hat magyar dal, op.30, Figure 194
Speyer. Die Stille, op. 46, Figure] 48
J. Stamitz, Trios, op. 1, Figure 59
Stanley, Voluntaries, op.5, Figure 55
The Star-Spangled Banner, 36
Steibelt, Combat naval, op.36, Figure] 45
-, Grand Sonata, Figure 77
-, Romeo et Juliette, Figure 98
Sterkel, Sonate, op. 15, Figure 96
Stika, Allemandes, Figure 186
Tartini, Violin sonatas, op.1-2, 60
R. Taylor, Piano sonata, Figure 215
Teichmann, Wenecya, Figure 201
Terpsychora, Figure 200
Thomyris, 44
Tomasek, Ditirambi, op.65, Figure 184
-, Gedichte, op. 61, Figure 183
-, Sonate et rondeau, Figure 129
Veit, Les adieux, op.26, Figure 191
Vieuxtemps, Souvenir d'Amérique, Figure
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Wagner, Tannhauser, 48
Wanhal, Sonates, op.1, Figure 144
Webbe, Convito armonico, Figure 71
F.D. Weber, Allemandes, Figure 187
-, Divertissement, Figure 188
K.M. von Weber, Variations, Figure 164
Wendling, Duettes, op.A, Figure 84
Wesley, Anthe-ms, Figure 79
Weyse, Eccossaises, Figure 207
-, Études, op.51, Figure 208
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Wybor pieknych, Figure 197
Yankee Doodle, Figure 162
Zumsteeg, Hagars Klage, Figure 131
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Figure 242: INTERIOR OF THE HORACE WATERS "MUSIC SALOON" IN NEW YORK, 1855.
